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Thank you to everyone who committed their time and expertise to help make the 2009
Livestock Publications Council Critique Contest possible! We are extremely appreciative of the 
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all of your hard work. We could not have done this without you! 

  Thank You for    
all the Help   
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2008 LIVESTOCK PUBLICATIONS COUNCIL CRITIQUE CONTEST
CONTEST WINNERS

CATEGORY 2: ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
First Place:  American Quarter Horse Journal
Second Place:  The American Quarter Horse Racing 
Journal 
Honorable Mentions:  America’s Horse, California 
Cattleman

CATEGORY 3: NON ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
First Place: BEEF  magazine
Honorable Mentions: Profit Improver, 
Dairy Today Farm Journal 

CATEGORY 4: NEWSPAPER
First Place: Hereford World
Second Place: Ozarks Farm and Neighbor 
Honorable Mention: Western Livestock Journal 

CATEGORY 5: NEWSLETTER
First Place: Trailhead Designs  
Second Place: News and Market Report 

CATEGORY 6: ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER
First Place: Beef Cow-Calf Weekly
Second Place: Dairy Today
Honorable Mention: Angus Beef Bulletin

CATEGORY 7: WEB SITE
First Place:  Western Livestock Journal 
Second Place: BEEF magazine 
Honorable Mentions: Brownfield, National Hog 
Farmer

CATEGORY 8: SPECIAL ISSUE – 100 PAGES OR 
LESS
First Place:  BEEF magazine 
Second Place: National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mentions: Tri State Livestock News, 
National Hog Farmer

CATEGORY 9: SPECIAL ISSUE – MORE THAN 100 
PAGES
First Place: Texas Cattle Feeders Association 
Second Place: Western Livestock Journal / Crow 
Publication 
Honorable Mention: The Cattle Business Weekly

CATEGORY 10: EVENT / SHOW PROGRAM
First Place: Dairy Today
Second Place: World Ag Expo 2008 
Honorable Mention: AQHA World Champion 
Show Program

CATEGORY 11: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & 
DESIGN
First Place: America’s Horse
Second Place: American Quarter Horse Journal 
Honorable Mentions: American Quarter Horse 
Journal , National Hog Farmer, America’s Horse 
 
CATEGORY 12: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & 
DESIGN, NEWSPAPER 
First Place:  AgWeek magazine 

CATEGORY 13: COVER (ANY COLOR 
COMBINATION OR BW), ASSOCIATION
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse 
Racing Journal
Honorable Mentions: America’s Horse, Seedstock 
EDGE, The Cattleman 

CATEGORY 14:  COVER (ANY COLOR 
COMBINATION OR BW), NA
First Place: High Plains Journal 
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mentions: Working Ranch, Drovers,  
High Plains Journal 

CATEGORY 15: COVER (ANY COLOR 
COMBINATION OR BW), NEWSPAPER
First Place:  Agweek magazine

CATEGORY 16: SINGLE GRAPHIC 
ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE
First Place: Progressive Dairyman/Progressive 
Dairy Publishing
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention: BEEF magazine
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CATEGORY 17: PUBLISHED EDITORIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY
First Place: National Hog Farmer / Penton Media

CATEGORY 18: SINGLE PHOTO ILLUSTRATING 
AN ARTICLE
First and Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention: Certified Angus Beef, LLC

CATEGORY 19: NATIONAL SHOW COVERAGE
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Second Place: Seedstock EDGE

CATEGORY 20: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT 
ARTICLE
First Place: America’s Horse
Second Place:  The American Quarter Horse 
Journal 
Honorable Mentions: Angus Journal, Kansas 
Stockman

CATEGORY 21: MARKETING ARTICLE
First Place: Angus Journal
Honorable Mention: The American Quarter Horse 
Racing Journal

CATEGORY 22: TECHNICAL ARTICLE
First Place: Cutting Horse Chatter 

CATEGORY 23: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST 
STORY
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Second Place: Angus Journal 
Honorable Mention: America’s Horse

CATEGORY 24: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY
First Place: America’s Horse
Second Place: Angus Journal
Honorable Mention: Hereford World

CATEGORY 25: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH 
PROFILE
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse Racing 
Journal
Honorable Mentions: Seedstock EDGE, 
The American Quarter Horse Journal

CATEGORY 26: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT 
ARTICLE, NA
First Place: Dairy Today
Second Place: Farms.com Media 
Honorable Mentions: Angus Beef Bulletin, 
National Hog Farmer, High Plains Journal

CATEGORY 27: MARKETING ARTICLE, NA
First Place: High Plains Journal
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention:  Drovers

CATEGORY 28: TECHNICAL ARTICLE, NA
First Place: Working Ranch magazine
Second Place: Dairy Today
Honorable Mentions: Drovers, BEEF magazine

CATEGORY 29: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST 
STORY, NA
First Place: Progressive Dairyman/Progressive 
Dairy Publishing
Second Place: National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention:  BEEF magazine

CATEGORY 30: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY, NA
First and Second Place: BEEF magazine

CATEGORY 31: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH 
PROFILE, NA
First Place: Working Ranch magazine
Second Place: Certified Angus Beef LLC
Honorable Mentions: BEEF magazine, National 
Hog Farmer

CATEGORY 32: NEWS STORY
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse 
Journal
Honorable Mention: Cutting Horse Chatter

CATEGORY 33: EDITORIAL
First Place: Progressive Dairyman/Progressive 
Dairy Publishing
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention: Dairy Today
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CATEGORY 34: REGULAR COLUMN
First Place: Dairy Today/Farm Journal
Second Place: Drovers
Honorable Mention: Seedstock EDGE (2) 

CATEGORY 35: IN-DEPTH REPORTING 
(SINGLE ARTICLE)
First Place: Dairy Today/Farm Journal
Second Place: Farms.com Media
Honorable Mention:The American Quarter 
Horse Journal

CATEGORY 36: IN-DEPTH REPORTING 
(MULTIPLE ARTICLE SERIES)
First Place: High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag 
Journal
Second Place: Drovers
Honorable Mentions: National Hog Farmer (2), 
American Farriers Journal

CATEGORY 37: COMMENTARY OR ESSAY 
ARTICLE
First Place: Certified Angus Beef, LLC 
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention: High Plains Journal (2), 
BEEF magazine

CATEGORY 38: HUMOR WRITING
First Place: High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag 
Journal

CATEGORY 39: MISCELLANEOUS WRITING
First Place: Angus Journal
Honorable Mention: Working Ranch magazine

CATEGORY 40: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR 
A LIVESTOCK SALE
First Place: California Cattleman
Second Place: Trailhead Designs 
Honorable Mentions: California Cattleman, 
Kansas Stockman 

CATEGORY 41: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR 
A RANCH OR FARM
First Place: EDJE Technologies
Second Place: Angus Productions Inc.
Honorable Mentions: Holstein World/Dairy 
Business Communications, Ohio Cattleman’s 
Association, Filament Marketing, LLC

CATEGORY 42: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A 
LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE OR ASSN.
First Place: PIC
Second Place: Filament Marketing, LLC
Honorable Mention: J3 Group, LLC

CATEGORY 43: 4-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-
PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
First Place: Trailhead Designs
Second Place: Ohio Cattlemen’s Association 

CATEGORY 44: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-
PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
First Place: Kansas Stockman
Honorable Mention: California Cattleman

CATEGORY 45: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-
PAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM
Honorable Mention: California Cattleman

CATEGORY 46: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-
PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, 
SERVICE OR ASSN.
Honorable Mention: Angus Productions, Inc.

CATEGORY 47: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-
THAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
First Place: Filament Marketing, LLC

CATEGORY 48: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-
THAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM
No Entries 

CATEGORY 49: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-
THAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK 
SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
No Entries 

CATEGORY 50: 1-COLOR, FULL-PAGE 
LIVESTOCK AD
First Place: J3 Group, Inc. 
Second Place: Trailhead Designs 
Honorable Mention: Trailhead Designs

CATEGORY 51: 1-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-
PAGE LIVESTOCK AD 
First Place: Ohio Cattleman’s Association
 Second Place: Ohio Cattleman’s Association
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CATEGORY 52: LIVESTOCK ADVERTISER 
CAMPAIGN
First Place: Filament Marketing, LLC
Second Place: Martin | Williams Advertising
Honorable Mention: Filament Marketing, LLC, J3 
Group, Inc.

CATEGORY 53: LIVESTOCK AD HEADLINE
First Place: EDJE Technologies
Second Place: Trailhead Designs 

CATEGORY 54: MULTIPLE-PAGE LIVESTOCK 
AD
First Place: Holstein World/Dairy Business 
Communications
Honorable Mention: AgTown Technologies

CATEGORY 55: LOGO DESIGN
First Place: PIC
Second Place: Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mentions: Seedstock EDGE, 
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing

CATEGORY 56: LIVESTOCK AD PHOTO
Honorable Mention: Trailhead Designs 
Honorable Mention: California Cattleman

CATEGORY 57: LIVESTOCK AD ILLUSTRATION
No Entries 

CATEGORY 58: BROCHURES, FLYERS AND 
DIRECT-MAIL PIECES
First Place: Filament Marketing, LLC
Second Place: J3 Group, LLC 
Honorable Mentions: API Creative Media, 
AgTown Technologies

CATEGORY 59A : SALE CATALOGS (ANY 
COLOR USAGE ON COVER, 4 COLOR TEXT 
PAGES) 
First Place: AgTown Technologies
Second Place: Hereford World
Honorable Mention: The Brahman Journal

CATEGORY 59B: SALE CATALOGS (ANY COLOR 
USAGE ON COVER, LESS THAN 4-COLOR TEXT 
PAGES) 
First Place: Trailhead Designs
Second Place: Hereford World

CATEGORY 60: ANNUAL REPORTS
First Place: J3 Group, Inc.
Second Place: Angus Journal

CATEGORY 61: ADVERTISING MEDIA KIT
First Place:  Angus Productions Inc.
Honorable Mentions: Progressive Dairyman/
Progressive Dairy Publishing, Dairy Business 
Communications

CATEGORY 62: MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN
First Place: Filament Marketing, LLC
Second Place:  J3 Group, Inc.
Honorable Mentions: Hereford World, Martin | 
Williams Advertising

CATEGORY 63: PUBLICATION WEB SITE
First Place: America’s Horse 
Second Place: Western Livestock Journal

CATEGORY 64: ASSOCIATION WEB SITE
First Place: EDJE Technologies
Second Place: AgTown Technologies
Honorable Mention: EDJE Technologies (2), 
Canadian Limousin Association 

CATEGORY 65: BREEDER WEB SITE
First Place: AgTown Technologies
Second Place: Trailhead Designs
Honorable Mention: Angus Productions, Inc. (2), 
EDJE Technologies

CATEGORY 66: LIVESTOCK-AFFILIATED WEB 
SITE
First Place:  J3 Group, Inc. 
Second Place: Filament Marketing, LLC 
Honorable Mention: AgTown Technologies

CATEGORY 67: SPECIAL WEB SITE
First Place: Progressive Dairyman/Progressive 
Dairy Publishing 
Honorable Mentions: The American Quarter 
Horse Journal (2)  
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GENERAL EXCELLENCE
CATEGORY 2: ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION

FIRST PLACE
American Quarter Horse Journal
by staff

The covers on this publication are eye-catching and entice the reader 
to look inside. The first contents page (Features) is rather bland 
in its layout, but is followed by a second contents page (Columns 
and Departments) which has much more contrast and eye-appeal, 
making it quick and easy to find locations of stories. It does seem 
these pages should be laid out using the same format. Each page in 

A great logo and a very strong masthead are on the cover. The 
contents page, while clean, lacks contrast and should be pumped 
up to engage the reader and visually communicate information 
better. The vertical section headers on each page are obviously very 
thought out and serve the reader well. On some pages, however, 
the vertical bars are joined by horizontal bars at the top and bottom 

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
by staff

The entries in this category are all top-notch publications. Eye-catching and enticing covers and excellent use of fonts are among the 
attributes that make the winners stand out. Most, if not all entries, had great covers with unique uses of fonts and logos to entice the 
reader to look inside. Good stories, along with photography and font treatment, also make this strong category. 

of the page, creating a boxed-in feeling and cramping the copy on the page. The screened back initial beginning each story is an 
attractive design element. Story introductions, however, extend entirely across the page and are very hard to read; either the type needs 
to be bigger or the line width shorter. Line length on body copy within stories, even on double-column type pages, is too long to read 
comfortably, and the gutters are too small. Since this is done throughout the publication, it becomes cumbersome to read many stories 
without becoming fatigued. There are occasional instances of three-word orphans at the tops of pages, which should be avoided. The 
overall look and feel of this publication is light and clean, with quality photography and attention to detail. 

HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse
by staff 

Two different designs were submitted for publications only one 
month apart (January; February/March), raising the question of 
whether the publication had undergone an overall redesign from one 
month to the next or was simply the victim of inconsistent design 
from one issue to the next. The design and layout of the February/
March issue displays better use of white space and photos and is 

HONORABLE MENTION

this magazine contains a vertical bar along the left side, which includes the name of the section and a small serif “Q” reversed out; 
the bars change color depending on the section, providing a quick visual cue for the reader. Page number and publication information 
along the bottom of each page is a welcome sight. Each feature story contains a screened-back initial that begins the story, a clever 
way of drawing the reader into the story without distracting him. Heading treatment –  type overlaying photos and sometimes 
reversed out – is also a good way of visually engaging the reader. Body copy font is legible and the size is easy on the eye. Author 
images accompanying many stories give a personalized feel. This is a very attractive piece. 

Full-page photos on covers are nice. Contents pages communicate 
information adequately but could have more contrast and use of 
color; there are few dominant elements, making them a bit bland. 
Feature headlines are very attractive, especially when they are 
reversed out of photos, and the drop shadows on type work well in 

California Cattleman
by Matt Macfarlane, Kelli Toledo, 
Stevie Ipsen, Matt Byrne
these instances, but I would avoid use of drop shadows on type in other areas, especially on white backgrounds. The ripped look used 
throughout magazine is a good example of a repeated design element that ties everything together, and is done well. Ragged right body 
copy keeps pages looking airy, but it might be nice on future issues to pull out some quotes to break things up a bit. The page number 
information at the bottom of pages is handy for the reader, and is attractive and useful without being distracting. 

more consistent throughout. The use of full photos and airy layout is a nice change from the clutter of other publications and serves the 
reader well. Placement of elements on some pages creates a somewhat “quilty” look which should be avoided.  Some pages get a little 
heavy-handed with black lines and bold caps. The overall design of this publication should probably be lightened up a bit.
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Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo magazine
by staff
Cover photos are effective and cropped nicely, bringing a unique look to this publication. The logo on the cover is interesting and 
helps the cover to stand out from other magazines. On inside pages, a wide variety of fonts and colors are used all through the 
magazine, giving it a somewhat haphazard look. Busy pages and bold headings give a heavy feel in places – try lightening up a bit 
with well-chosen fonts and more thought given to consistency throughout. Colors should be used to visually connect stories and 
headings, and design elements should be used to enhance the story and communicate its message. A bit more structure in terms of font 
usage and design elements could pull this publication together.

Kansas Stockman
by Todd Domer
The contents page is fabulous – very clean, with nice balance of bold and light fonts, color usage and visual hierarchy. Many boxes are 
used in this magazine – type in boxes, headings in boxes – making it feel a little “quilty” when flipping through it. There is a good use 
of white space at the beginning of stories, making it very comfortable to look at, and the body copy font is a good size and leading for 
ease of reading. The small section headers, black and red bars and type reversed out are good visual indicators of the sections. They 
would be even more helpful if placed at the outside edges of the pages to be visible when flipping through the magazine.

Ohio Cattleman
by Kelli Toledo & Matt Macfarlane
The name of the publication, though the font is a bit outdated, does stand out from the cover photos. Inside, the swirly font used for 
some headings is hard to read, and the curlicues, seemingly mimicking the swirly headings, are an unnecessary distraction. If the 
curlicues are used again, they should be screened back to appear very light and subtle behind the type. The headings with the dots 
between letters are hard to read and rather garish. To serve the reader better, I recommend choosing a legible font for these heads and 
using it consistently throughout the publication. The font used for body copy, however, is very legible and easy to read, and subheads 
do a good job of breaking up the gray on the page. On the calendar of events page, try adjusting the leading within each block of type 
to set it apart from the other blocks; this will create visual units that will make it easier for the reader to find information quickly.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
by staff 

The use of people photos on the covers draws the reader in and 
adds an unexpected personal touch on a magazine of this type. The 
contents page is nice and clean, conveying information clearly with 
a nice use of white space. The publication boasts a nice, consistent 
use of the second color (red) throughout. The section headings work 

well. Hairline horizontal and vertical lines appearing on feature pages were a nice touch; too bold and they would be distracting, but 
they are just the right weight for an unobtrusive design element. The yellowish background behind ancillary copy used throughout 
the publication creates an effective contrast to the main story on the page or spread. This layout of this magazine is clean and well 
planned.

CATEGORY 3: NON-ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
Covers throughout this category make these entries great and entice the readers to explore more of the publications. Good design and 
very interesting and informative feature articles make these publications easy for the reader to stay engaged.  

The photos on the covers are eye-catching and colorful, creating 
interest in the publication. Use of one bracket at the side of callouts 
and quotes is effective and visually appealing. The contents page is 
very nicely formatted and clear; however, the use of a bracket next 
to each page number, resulting in a vertical row of bold brackets, is 
unnecessary and distracting. The overlapping type on the headings 
used on feature stories looks interesting and is consistent, but comes 

HONORABLE MENTION
Farms.com Media
PIC The Profit Improver
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Gail Lombardino

a little close to being monotonous – it’s important to find the balance between consistency and creativity when choosing fonts and 
layout for feature stories. Body copy in stories (Avenir) is legible and easy to read, providing a very clean, uncluttered look. Use of 
color and white space is effective throughout the publication. The subheads toward the back, with the blended bars, are an interesting 
element on the page. The Profit Improver possesses a clean look and professional design.
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The cover photo has a creative graphic poster style, a different sort 
of treatment that works well and makes it stand out from other 
covers. The word “Dairy” with the big color dot is fun and eye-
catching. This dot is used, though sparingly, as a design element in 
the magazine and keeps the lighthearted approach at the forefront. 
More information on the cover about what was inside would 
have been good. The magazine has a clean, uncluttered layout 

CATEGORY 4: NEWSPAPER
These are three very different newspapers, but all three contain a vast amount of information in nice packages. With well-executed 
callout treatments, font and design consistency, and effective use of photographs, these entries were designed with thought and
 ingenuity.  

FIRST PLACE
Hereford Publications, Inc.
Hereford World 
by staff 

The large publication size is unexpectedly easy to handle, especially 
since it does not fold in half. The white space at the top on the cover 
is refreshing, and there is plenty of white space on the pages. The 
publication contains a lot of material, but it is presented in a clean, 
uncluttered way, which makes it easy to follow and comfortable to 
read. The treatment of callouts, with the screened photo background 

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today
by Dairy Today editorial team led by 
Jim Dickrell

with an unexpected contemporary look. The staggered horizontal placement of copy and the varying width of columns, though 
seemingly part of this contemporary layout, fall a bit short; the eye immediately focuses on the empty white spaces which appear to 
be missing something. Along the same lines, the variety of colors used for subheads, section headings and bylines feels unplanned; 
communication could have been clearer had some thought been put into some color consistency on these. In summary, the design of 
this magazine is fun and shows great potential if more attention is given to consistency in layout and color choices.

Progressive Dairyman 
by Walt Cooley

and the bars, is well-executed. The bar and photo background is repeated in the supporting sections, creating nice consistency. The 
photos, headings, and type on the feature articles is professional and draws the reader into the story, and the font used in the body copy 
is easy to read. Content is organized well throughout.

The large size of this publication is a bit cumbersome. The PD Exclusive section headers are clean and pleasing to the eye, although 
the round corner boxes seem a little dated. There is some inconsistency in use of drop shadows on pullouts. The treatment of bylines 
is very effective, with the round photo and the type block coming out below the photo, punctuated with a dark bar containing reverse 
type. This is a consistent design element that looks very professional. There was a need on some pages, especially spreads, to visually 
separate articles from one another, using background color behind type, lines, or photos. The page number in the bar across the bottom 
of each page made navigation through the magazine quick and easy.

Drovers

The eye-catching cover photo of the cow is nice, and the type used for the masthead is classy and engaging. The contents page is nice 
and clean, making it easy to see at a glance what you might want to read. On feature pages, the vertical white space provided respite 
on a page full of information, and spaced out intro copy had potential. Unfortunately, there wasn’t much contrast between elements, 
causing the eye to wander a bit before settling on the heading. Intro copy could have stood out more, providing that contrast and, thus, 
a focal point on the page
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SECOND PLACE
Ozarks Farm and Neighbor 
by staff 

HONORABLE MENTION
Western Livestock Journal
by staff 

It is obvious that this publication contains a great deal of 
information, and that it was a challenge to fit it all in. With this much 
content, consistency and use of white space becomes crucial. On the 
department headings, the use of the black bar at top helps separate 
stories, and this works well. However, there are many instances 

The square format of this newspaper is unusual and fairly easy to manage. The font used for the headings is consistent, providing a 
visual hierarchy and making it easy to find at a glance what you seek. Color is used well throughout the publication and the design 
elements are consistent. Use of photos is effective and the quality is good. The use of different paper throughout the publication is a bit 
confusing. One thought was that whiter paper was used for the four-color sigs; however, four-color is used on both types of paper, so it 
is uncertain why different papers were used. It does create a bit of a distraction, since some pages look nicer and brighter than others. 
One paper choice would likely be best throughout the publication. why different papers were used. It does create a bit of a distraction, 
since some pages look nicer and brighter than others. One paper choice would likely be best throughout the publication.

where elements on the page run together, and pages that could have included color to help break things up were surprisingly all black. 
Callouts, bulleted items or quotes would have also helped break up the monotony on some pages containing lots of body copy. Fonts 
were inconsistent on headings throughout the publication; serifs and sans serifs in all weights and styles were used, seemingly without 
any kind of structure. Also, the “continueds” contained two different subheads, which was unnecessary and a little confusing. All in 
all, it is clear that an attempt was made to present a vast amount of information in a small space; however, the designers could have 
done more to streamline its appearance and readability.

CATEGORY 5: NEWSLETTER
There were only two entries in this category, but the quality is here. The use of four-color photos and charts makes the winner stand 
out, but the use of the yellow paper on the second-place winner is also an effective way of causing this piece to stand out without the 
use of four-color printing. 

FIRST PLACE
Trailhead Designs
California Angus News
by Kelli Toledo & California Angus Board Of 
Directors

The use of four-color photos and charts is extremely effective and 
does a nice job of categorizing information. All-capital-letters 
headings, usually considered aggressive and unattractive, works 
surprisingly well in this design. The size of this paper is quite large 
and a bit intimidating; it feels at first glance like it may take awhile 
to read. Upon inspection, however, it is clear that the size allows 
a large amount of information to be presented without cramming 
everything together. The text font is easy to read, thanks to the style 
and type size. This newsletter does a good job of presenting relevant 
information to its audience.

SECOND PLACE
Kansas Stockman
KLA News and Market Report 
by Todd Domer  

A compact size makes this newsletter a quick, easy read. Its 
headings communicate at a glance the information being offered. 
Familiar triangle buttons, reminiscent of elements seen every day 
on the web, appear next to each clearly stated heading and let the 
reader know this newsletter values their need for relevant news at a 
glance. Yellow paper is not too bright but will stand out among the 
sea of white paper on readers’ desks. Minimal use of photos makes it 
clear that the job of this publication is to communicate timely, useful 
information in a short amount of time to its readers.
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ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
CATEGORY 6:  ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
Beef Cow-Calf Weekly 
by BEEF staff

A wealth of information – something for everyone. Good variety of 
information, and well-written original content. Looks like the place 
to go for a concise wrap-up of information about the beef industry. 

Well-written stories on interesting, relevant topics. The interactive 
question is a nice feature. Good use of news briefs in addition to 
your regular staff contributions.

SECOND PLACE
Dairy Today
Dairy Today’s eUpdate
by Jim Dickrell 

This category is small, but I must say all of the entries are strong, making judging very difficult. In all entries, the information is 
presented well, in a concise manner. The articles are well written and timely and give subscribers an electronic supplement to the 
traditional magazines. Good job to all four entries!

Drovers 
Drovers Alert
by Drovers Staff
Nice variety of stories useful to readers in the industry. Presenting the topics in bullet form at the top is effective, but otherwise, it’s 
difficult to  know what’s most important. Highlighting a couple stories and adding more of a teaser might help your readers. Also, so 
many ads at the beginning distract from the news value. The news seems to disappear compared to the heaviness of the advertising.

Beef Today
Beef Today’s Cattle Drive
by Sara Brown, Steve Cornett, Kim Watson
Nicely presented information with a good variety of stories. The eye-pleasing format makes it easy to view and choose the stories a 
reader is interested in learning more about. Good use of information from a variety of inside/outside sources.

Brownfield Agriculture Today
by Cyndi Young, Tom Steever, Julie Harker, Dave Russell, Bob Meyer, Ken Anderson, Jerry 
Passer, John Perkins, Kari McKinney, Greg Soulje
Good variety of information and sources for the information featured. It would have been good to highlight the flood stories by using 
bullet points or something rather than making the reader click again to get to that information. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Beef Bulletin
Angus Beef Bulletin Extra
by Craig Simmons, Crystal Albers

Pleasing presentation that entices the reader to check out the 
stories. There is a lot of useful information presented here. You 
might want to include brief stories on industry news to provide a 
broader, fresher perspective.
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CATEGORY 7: WEB SITE

FIRST PLACE
Western Livestock Journal
www.wlj.net Western Livestock Journal 
by staff

This entry was very well designed, and nicely laid out, and it 
strongly ties to the print publication. It contains all required features 
– weather, markets, news. It is easy to read and provides a clear idea 
of article content. One suggestion would be to reconsider the black 
format, as it limits design. Overall, a very attractive presentation.

This Web site possesses a very strong tie to the print brand. It is well 
organized, with subjects and departments, and contains a great deal 
of information without being cluttered. The “Find us on Facebook 
button” at the bottom of the page is a nice touch. Adding “at a 
glance” weather and market information would be a nice addition to 
the site.

This entry contains a tremendous amount and depth of information 
on the screen. It is well organized, with weather and markets at the 
top, which makes them easily accessible. The site portrays a strong 
tie to the Brownfield brand and is very searchable. The design could 
be improved by utilizing the space at the bottom of the left columns.

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
beefmagazine.com 
by BEEF staff

Wow!! Many great entries in this category made judging this category a challenge. These were some strong web designs. All were 
very well organized and contained lots of relevant content and links, without being excessively cluttered.  All Web designs tied 
strongly back to their respective publications and organizations for clear brand identity. Articles and content were well written and 
graphics were appealing, which easily caught readers’ attention.

HONORABLE MENTION
Brownfield Ag News 
www.brownfieldagnews.com 
by Cyndi Young, Tom Steever, Julie Harker, 
Dave Russell, Bob Meyer, Ken Anderson, 
Jerry Passer, John Perkins, Kari McKinney, 
Greg Soulje  

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
www.nationalhogfarmer.com 
by staff

This Web site ties strongly to the print publication. It is well 
organized, without clutter. The structure allows for easy updating 
of fresh content, and the right column provides easy access to other 
resources. This site also allows for easy access to back issues. This 
Web site has a great deal of white space, which leaves room for 
more content.

Beef Today Web site 
www.beeftoday.com
by Sara Brown, Steve Cornett, Kim Watson
This entry possesses a strong tie to the print brand and to current and past issues of magazine. It is easy to find market, news and 
weather content. The design is clean, and is well organized by departments. This site contains a great deal of available space for 
content. The addition of links to other resources would also be nice.

America’s Horse Web site
americashorsedaily.com 
by Jody Reynolds, Chris Rea
The layout of this site is very clean, and it possesses a highly organized approach and structure. The site also has a strong tie to the 
organization and publication. This site lacks some features (weather, news, etc.) found on the winning entries of this category, and 
these features could be a good addition to the site.

Dairy Today Web site
This site possesses a clean, organized structure. It contains many links to articles and ties nicely to the print brand. It is not overly 
cluttered by ads. Adding features such as news, weather and market features would be a nice addition. The design currently is 
seemingly a resource archive of articles.
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GENERAL DIVISIONS
SPECIAL ISSUE DIVISION

CATEGORY 8: SPECIAL ISSUE – 100 PAGES OR LESS

Different and creative editorial and production approaches showed the wide range of design and editorial features of these entries. All 
contained excellent photographs and graphics that tied well into the content and information provided. Inside pages were tight, well 
designed and easy to read. Even with large amounts of content, publications were organized and information was easy to find.

The cover of this publication is clear and well shot, and the cover 
layout and design is very attractive and easy to read. The design 
makes the topic clear. The articles inside the covers are well 
organized, with banners across the tops of pages to identify sections. 
The headlines and photographs are strong.

SECOND PLACE
National Hog Farmer 
Sow & Pig Care – Birth to Weaning 
by Dale Miller

HONORABLE MENTION
Tri State Livestock News 
Cattle Journal
by Dianna Palmer  

The cover design is technically sound, and the overall production 
and design are well executed. The article layout and design is easy 
to read. The issue could be made more attractive by improving 
the printing and production value. The table of contents also gets 
somewhat lost in the design.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine 
Fixing Calf Health 
by BEEF staff

This publication cover is perfect for the topic. The publication is 
easy to navigate with easy-to-find information. The articles possess 
strong headlines and are well written and laid out. Page treatments 
are consistent and attractive. The printing quality could be increased 
slightly. Overall, this is an excellent publication with easy-to-find 
and easy-to-read articles.

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
Managing Variation to Improve 
Efficiency 
by Dale Miller

This issue is graphically solid and well designed. The cover is 
interesting, with a variety of photos that play into the topic of 
variation. The theme is carried graphically throughout for great 
continuity. The issue contains many graphs and static pig photos. 
Could the photos be more creative?

CATEGORY 9: SPECIAL ISSUE – MORE THAN 100 PAGES
Top to bottom, this category showed great design creativity and talented execution in putting lots of information into easy to read 
publications.  From attractively designed covers to well written and laid out articles, organization of material was excellent, which 
made judging this category fun.    

FIRST PLACE
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Cattle Feeders Annual 
by James Hunt

The most noteworthy aspect of this design was the layout with 
pages color marked and titled. Clean cover design. The reader can 
find table of contents quickly. Overall good movement through this 
publication.
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Using the cover design throughout the book helps keep it uniform. 
Nice production piece with color and glossy paper.
The Table of contents in back on page 12 makes it hard to find. 
Headers for articles could pop off the page better.

SECOND PLACE
Western Livestock Journal / Crow 
Publication 
2008 North America Bull Guide 
by staff

HONORABLE MENTION
The Cattle Business Weekly  
Cattle Business Herd Reference Guide 
by Codi Vallery, Danielle Stoddard, 
Courtney Gebes, Mary Ravellett

The unique cover photo and layout make this publication standout 
and interesting. Great, well designed articles are lost at the back. 
Black and white pages in the middle. Table of contents on page 17 is 
a problem.

Western Livestock Journal 
2008 Commercial Cattle Issue 
by staff
Cover of this issue is simple and eye catching. The color throughout is nice
Weak table of contents makes reader think there is all ads. Think outside the box for articles between photo and text.

CATEGORY 10: EVENT / SHOW PROGRAM
The entries in the events/show program category exhibited a wide range of creative, design and production execution. The finalists all 
had attractive cover designs that carried a common theme throughout there publications. All were well organized and contained the 
pertinent information that exhibitors and attendees required. However, the large number of advertisements in some programs made 
it challenging to find certain show information.  The high quality design, photographic and production value of the entries greatly 
enhanced their overall appearance and usefulness.  

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today 
World Dairy Expo Official Program 
by Expo Team led by Lisa Behnke

The cover design of this issue with blue print theme is unique. 
Practical with tabs to help readers. Carried theme throughout with 
attractive layout. Not too crowded. Maps are easy to read and 
understand.Headers on front page could pop better off page.

Production value of this publication seems good. Easy to find table 
of contents. Strong use of color and circles. Spacing is too large 
between sentences / lines of text.

SECOND PLACE
Holstein World/Dairy Business
Communications
World Ag Expo 2008
by staff     

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal 
AQHA World Show Program 
by staff

Cover of this program is clean and is appealing. High end 
production value adds to this publication. Information overload. Too 
many ads. Reader can not find anything quickly. Table of contents is 
too far into book.
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Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
Ohio Beef Expo Program
by Jamie King 
The most noteworthy aspect of this design is the easy to find information. Not cluttered by extensive advertising. Simple approach 

helps this program. Color inside would help appeal.

VISUALS DIVISION
CATEGORY 11: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & DESIGN

Tremendous amount of great work in all the entries submitted in this category made it extremely challenging to judge. Strong creative 
elements in layout and design from top to bottom. Some of the best use of photography in the livestock publishing industry was 
presented.  The first, second and honorable mention winners all were technically outstanding in layout and design and would make any 
design editor proud.

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
The Chosen 
by Terry Stidger

Strong use of large opening photographs puts the reader into the 
action. Large color subheads, text and photos are well balanced. 
Overall excellent layout. Cutlines over photos take away from photo.

Layout and photos in this article give strong story board. Colors are 
perfect. Fonts fit well with layout without taking away from concept. 
Brings human interaction. Good use of white space.

SECOND PLACE
American Quarter Horse Journal
Captured Cowboys 
by Terry Stidger

HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse 
There are Quarter Horses in this
Appaloosa 
by Clint Swearingen 

The large photo spread to introduce the article captures the readers’ 
attention. Interesting headline treatments. Lots going on with text.
Page 35 with justified columns makes white space stand out. Could 
be improved with columns increased in size.

HONORABLE MENTION
American Quarter Horse Journal 
Looks Expensive 
by Terry Stidger

Way to go on thinking outside the box. Very creative to help tell the 
story. This article makes it easy for anyone to understand no mater 
what their background. Text spacing could be improved. Page 136 
seems tight in text area.

HONORABLE MENTION 
National Hog Farmer 
2008 Environmental Stewards of the 
Pork Industry – Wild About Wildlife 
by Krista Trempe, Dean Houghton

Farms.com Media
The Profit Improver – The Dragon Emerges
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Gail Lombardino 
The novel use of the timeline across the bottom helps carry the article and readers understanding of the topic. Opening photo is 
perfect. Solid layout makes it an easy read. Good use of charts and graphs.

The most noteworthy aspect of this design was a good variety 
of photographs. Headline is catching. Easy to follow through-
out this article. Not sure what logo is in background at the bot-
tom of the page. No photos of wildlife was a disappointment.
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National Hog Farmer 
Searching for Hidden Dollars
by Krista Trempe, Jim Bauer
Lead photograph with rolled up money in feed helps tell the story and pique readers interest. Very clean, solid layout with call out 
quotes add to the layout. Competing headlines on page 1 with long editors note slows the reader down in getting into the article. Over-
all solid layout and great approach in handling the economic topic.

The Cattleman magazine
Hurricane Heroes 
by Linda Lee, Jon Means
Great introductory photo spread with cattle on island told the story by itself. Lots of interesting photos carry the topic and information 
from beginning to the end. Large number of pages makes the story to unweldly. Could have been condensed to  fewer pages.

National Hog Farmer
Know Your Competition
by Jim Bauer
The buttons help highlight the subheadings.
This design could be improved by using  original photos and better color choices.

BEEF magazine
Proactive Passion
by Krista Trempe
The layering of the photos, boxes & text helps break up the layout. Flows well from page to page. The reader needs to read the sub-
title to understand the large main title.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
Lifelike 
by Clint Swearingen
Artist work is the strongest piece of this article. Placement of the header helps the creativity of the entire article.
This design could be improved by a quote that stood out more.

Hereford World 
Hereford Enthusiasts “Roll Through Dixie”
by Christy Benigno 
Way to think outside the traditional photo box. Following the red, white and blue theme throughout the article helps. Sub-headers 
could stand out better.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Great Rides
by Terry Stidger
Eye movement over the photos is strong. The blue element of the “A” helps break up the sepia tones. This design could be improved 
by cropping photos differently to achieve message about the rider.
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FIRST PLACE
AgWeek magazine  
Protection: USDA-backed insurance locks 
in feeder margins
by Kim Deats  

The photo concepts are strong to grab the readers’ attention. 
Insurance topic could be boring but photos & headers help offset 
this problem. Movement from page to page helps reader eye catch 
importance. This design could be improved by using quotes to 
breakup text.

One strong entry in this category that showed exceptional use of photographs and layout to tell the story of a somewhat boring topic.  
Photographs were excellent as well as the use of the map to help the reader understand the human side of the issue.  Excellent example 
of using layout and design elements to help tell a somewhat technical story in an easy to read and understand way.

CATEGORY 12: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & DESIGN, NEWSPAPER

CATEGORY 13: COVER 
(ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), ASSOCIATION

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Close up: The World of the American 
Quarter Horse 
by Clint Swearingen, Andrea Caudill

Very elegant usage of color, fonts, details, photography and all 
the great details on this cover!  The objective was definitely 
achieved with the gentle focus on the horse’s face.  The blur in 
the background is perfect, tones are perfect, and focus on center 
is perfect!  Thanks for the inspiration to us all on how to design a 
perfect cover!  BRAVO for a job well done!

All the cover entries were a definite tribute to how great the livestock industry is for this country.  The professional creative use of 
illustrations, photographs and text components were all handled extremely well; even though the overall topic of each issue was 
different, well-varied and challenging in nature.  All of the entries can be proud of their achievements, as their publications reach 
audiences with covers that entice the reader to open the magazine and want more! Hats off to you ALL!

Stunning illustration!!!  Excellent use of white space, simplicity and 
color.  Beautifully executed with nice attention to all details.  The 
illustration certainly conveys a proud, professional, hard-working 
rider.  Overall, the cover is strong in all areas of creativity.   WELL 
DONE!

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal  
The $41 Million Man 
by Justin Foster

Progressive Dairyman
The Science Behind Harvesting High-quality Milk  
by Norm Schuring
The most noteworthy aspect of this design was the strong illustrations. It is not easy to make an article with two languages flow, this 
article achieves that.This design could be improved by being more consistant with header text.

Beef magazine 
8 in 08 
by Krista Trempe
The header of this article is the strongest part of this layout. Photos are good examples of the topics. They represent well. 
The photos are too small in this article.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
The Kendrick Park Trail
by Terry Stidger
Photography demonstrates the trail concept well. Header could stand out more but size is good. This layout is very photo 
heavy. The brown/red theme is too strong.
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HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse 
America’s Horse in Art 
by Justin Foster

The publication name and logo help make this a strong cover.  The 
photo is a perfect tie-in with the main article.  The detail in the 
wisps of smoke and sparks from the welder are amazing!  Very 
nice position and cropping on the photo, along with the great color 
selection on the secondary color usage.  Well done!

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE  
Seedstock EDGE January 2008 cover
by Christy Couch Lee

The cover art used here drew my attention in very close to the cover. 
The use of the illustration to depict the different herdsires was 
creative. There was a fair amount of white space, but the layout with 
shadowing still successfully drew the eye down to the publication 
headlines.  

HONORABLE MENTION
The Cattleman  
March 2008 cover 
by M.L. Bolton, Linda Lee

The duotone usage on the photo definitely strengthens this cover.  
Excellent cropping and position overall helps convey the message 
and overall objective.  Nice use of color in the pub name and sub-
text areas.  Overall, has a really great look and feel!

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
November 2008 Cover 
by Terry Stidger
Excellent achievement of the objective on this publication cover.  Great use of color, open areas, blurring the background and attention 

to details!  The COB around the body area is very well executed!!!   This cover is perfectly done!

The American Quarter Horse Journal
June 2008 Cover 
by Terry Stidger, Clint Swearingen
Nice use of color, tie-in on the “Q” with your pub name and achieving your objective!  This was elegantly done with a “fresh” new 

look!  Very clean and professional.  Great use of teaser text to make the reader want to look inside.  Well done!

Arkansas Cattle Business
June 2008 Cover
by Autumn Ankenmans
This photo says exactly what the main copy says, with a perfect tie-in with your pub objective.  Photo was well used, with a primary 
focus and then blurring out the background and upper hat areas.  Nice non-distracting color usage on head and sub text usage.

Arkansas Cattle Business 
October 2008 Cover
by Autumn Ankenman
Beautiful picture, with the grasses in the foreground in nice focus and the background softly fading away!  Space was used well, with 
maximum attention achieved on the pub name by overlaying over the hazy background.  Nice focus and detail in the cow’s face too!  
Very well done.

Kansas Stockman
March 2008 Cover
by Brett Spader
Color usage, white space and balance are all used well on this cover.  Could use a better tie-in with the main subject, “higher input 
costs squeezing profits”. Cover is very pleasing to look at, has a very nice focus and interest in the photo.
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Seedstock EDGE
June Youth 2008 Cover
by Christy Couch Lee
WOW! Very tough topic that was handled EXTREMELY WELL!  Even with all the graphic components, the color helps control and 
simplify this very nicely.  It reminds us of all the great things associated with youth and the swine industry.   It’s tough to think of any 
way to possibly make this cover any better!

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo magazine
Summer 2008 Cover 
by staff 
WOW!  The motion of cover photo certainly adds great interest to the cover.  The usage of COB around the man to help pull him on 
top of the pub heading adds tremendous dimension, while the blurry background is perfect to show the interest and massiveness of the 
crowd.  The blank area in the lower left helps give the cover a nice base.

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo magazine
Spring 2008 Cover
by staff  
Cropping on the photo certainly adds a nice perspective and interest to this cover.  Nice color tie-in from the photo to the text along the 
bottom.  Also, the arc in the red text adds a nice emphasis to the lasso curvature.  Very well done!

Seedstock EDGE
February/March 2008 Cover
by Christy Couch Lee
Exciting cover with great use of photographs, illustrations and text.  The dimension added by doing C.O.B.s on the pigs coming out of 
the stars adds great interest and movement to the cover.  Blurring or deleting the backgrounds from the pig photos would help simplify 
the overall look, however time constraints can often limit how much we can put into a cover.  Again, Exciting Cover!!

Charolais Journal
June/July 2008 Cover Directory Issue
by Floyd Wampler, Mark Ringenberg
What a beautiful cover, with a perfect image for the June/July Directory issue.  I love the color of the publication name that reflects the 
colors from the meadow flowers.  Nice balance on the page.  Adding “text” teasers would entice the reader to look inside.

Charolais Journal
August 2008 Cover
by Kori Conley, Mark Ringenberg
The 2008 Junior National is certainly shown well in this cover.  The perspective of this picture works great on this cover and is a great 

tie-in for the reader.  The details in the photo with the shirts, best jeans, white hat, boots, etc., are great.  Absolutely a perfect photo!

Charolais Journal 
March 2008 Cover
by David Hobbs, Mark Ringenberg
Very nice cover with a nice tie-in to the subject, “herd bull issue”.  Great use of the picture with a perspective that certainly attains 
maximum interest for the reader.  Adding some more “grabber” text items that helps the reader want to “look inside” would enhance 
the strength of this publication.
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The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
January 2008 Cover
by Barbara S. Bird
This cover certainly says “Happy New Year” from Florida!  Very nice perspective and use of color – along with the image edge fading

Clarity and interest makes me want to read this edition of “The Florida Cattleman”!

The Cattleman magazine
December 2008 Cover
by Russell Graves, Linda Lee
Great cropping of the cover image, putting a perspective of the image that is rarely seen – certainly attention getting.  This crop really 
enhances the interest well.  It would be good to tie-in more with the main topic, “ranch safety,” although this is a beautiful cover.

The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
November 2008 Cover
by Barbara S. Bird
What a cute picture, with nice perspective, clarity and interest.  This certainly deserves the side-ways usage that was done. The small 
photo usage, however, is distracting from the main photo.  Overall, the cover has nice balance and interest.

The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
September 2008 Cover
by Barbara S. Bird
Certainly the strength of this cover is in the photo, with the pride of the winners showing loudly!  Nice image fading on the edge. 
Also, certainly a perfect fit for the main topic, Premier Winners, and nice color selection to tie-in with the purple ribbon of the win-
ners.

The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
March 2008 Cover
by Barbara S. Bird
What a great picture!  It puts the size and dimension of the bull in perspective with the use of the small boy next to it.  Very nice 
perspective, composition and balance to the entire cover.

The Florida Cattleman and Livestock Journal
July 2008 Cover
by Barbara S. Bird
Very nice tie-in with the 4th of July parade, the pride of our cattlemen, and the pride of our country.  Excellent blending between flag 
and parade images.  The only suggestion is to shift the blending line between the two images up, to be one-third the way down the 
cover.  Right now, it’s running close to the center of the cover. This change would make it perfect!

Beef Today
October 2008 Cover
by Lindsey Benne, Sara Brown
This design is very pleasing to the eye with nice focus on the message and content of the publication.  Photo is nice and clean with 
nice balance and detail to enhance the message.  Nice use of grabbers to get the reader to open the publication. Very nice use of 
complimentary colors.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Working Ranch magazine
Cover
 by Dan Macklin, M. L. Bolton

At first glance this cover really stands out. The sepia tone and 
overall energy in the photo looks great. The typography feels 
really solid here too, from the masthead down to the headline and 
subheads. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers  
Cover October 2008 
by Marcia Young

The photo does an excellent job in communicating the bond between 
the caretaker, cow and calf.  The simplicity of the cover is nice as 
well. This feels appropriate for its intent, however, the cover could 
have been made stronger with a better link between the photo and 
the “Nothing to Hide” headline. The overall balance between the 
masthead, photo and text make for a successful cover.

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal 
Planning can help make every dollar count 
when feeding cattle 
by Amanda M. Johnson 

Nice overall depth and composition of this cover. The textured 
background behind the text is rich and allows the text to be 
easily read. Pulling the calf’s head into the copy area added some 
interesting dimension to the layout. The colors are strong and the 
type was handled well.

The Brahman Journal 
October 2008
by Victoria Lambert, Emily Otto, Mandy Chambers, Steven Kahla
The photo is very expressive of the conditions during Hurricane Gustav and feels like it would connect strongly with the intended 
audience. A small headline of some sort would have strengthened the message behind the photo.  

CATEGORY 14: COVER (ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), 
NON ASSOCIATION

There was quite the range of covers this year. Some were quite literal and one even simply told their story with just a photo, no text at 
all. Others were more conceptual, which could be more intriguing for the reader. All in all, they were well designed and did a good job 
at representing the industry. 

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal  
Organization working to reduce 
instances of E. coli 
by Amanda M. Johnson

This cover stood out from the others. The photo and layout are very 
well handled, and the typography and color selections work together 
nicely.  What adds to the success of this layout is that the imagery 
focuses on the idea of watching over and caring for the herd rather 
than using the generic, overused, stock-science imagery often seen.

The overall rustic treatment of the photo and typography really make 
this an interesting layout. There are many subtle design elements 
used that add a lot to the beauty of this cover. One thing that would 
make this a little stronger would be more focus on the herd and less 
on the windmill, since the herd is the topic of the story. Overall this 
is very well done

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
High density system mimics migrating 
herds 
by Amanda M. Johnson
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National Hog Farmer
June 2008 by Krista Trempe, Dennis Wolf
This is one of the more conceptual covers in this category, and really stands out because of that. The type is easy to read and integrates 
well with the photo.  

Farms.com Media
The Profit Improver 
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Gail Lombardino
The dragon image works well in getting the viewers attention. The photo feels appropriate in that it addresses the idea that there are 
risks involved with working with China, but there may be a way to further show the growth potential that China brings to producers.

National Hog Farmer
Blueprint No. 47
by Krista Trempe, Jim Bauer
This is a very straightforward and simple cover. The photo is well done and shows a clean, well-cared-for, working environment. The 
photo composition, lighting and message add up to a successful cover.

Holstein World 
2008 Export Directory
by Bill Woodruff
The cover has a good overall feel to it. The photo illustration is interesting and feels well thought out. The text isn’t as strong and 
should have been thought through a little more.

Western Livestock Journal / Crow Publication
Commercial Cattle Issue – August 2008 
by Jardin Briels
The photo really works well with the idea of “beefing up production” due to the angle of the shot.  Overall, the type is a little overdone 
with all the type effects like the drop shadows, bevels and shiny type. 

BEEF magazine 
Spring 2008
by Steve Wolt
The photo is very strong and connects well with the subject matter. The type integrates well with the photo to form a solid composi-
tion.

BEEF magazine 
May 2008
by Krista Trempe
The photo looks nice and juicy, which shows the appeal of beef. The crop of the photo feels a little off, maybe it should show fewer 
veggies and focus more on the beef. The layout feels pretty solid and the type placement and type color all work together well.

Farms.com Media
Benchmark 2008 Edition
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Brandon Alumbaugh
The graphic treatment is a nice departure from many industry covers. The choice of illustration here works well in showing the idea of 
the PigCHAMP database.  Overall, the cover is a little too cluttered and the typography could use some refining.
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High Plains Journal
February 11, 2008
by Diana Derstein
Calf scours is a difficult subject to tackle, especially for a cover article. Overall this was handled pretty successfully and tastefully. 
The postcard treatment of the photos was interesting and the interesting texture of the background added to the success of the cover as 
well. There were a couple things that could have been done a little better.  The illustration under the headline was difficult to discern 
and probably could have been left out – the tag showing between “is” and “key” was distracting. Also, the text “animal health issue” 
could have been dealt with a little differently. 

High Plains Journal
April 14, 2008
by Diana Derstein
This is a nice layout and has a nice tone and feel to it, although is not as strong as some of the other Journal entries. Good use of the 
graphic element on the left side of the page, but it probably should not have overlapped the headline.

High Plains Journal 
October 27, 2008
by Diana Derstein
The composite of the different training photos really makes this an interesting cover. The graphic elements in the background behind 
the headline are a nice touch. 

High Plains Journal  
December 2008
by Diana Derstein
This cover has a well proportioned composition and the photo feels appropriate for the article.  The silhouetted skyline is a nice touch.

CATEGORY 15: COVER (ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), NEWSPAPER
FIRST PLACE
Agweek magazine 
Changing CRP: Surging commodity prices 
have farmers opting… 
by Kim Deats

The center photo on this cover grabs your attention. It’s an excellent 
action shot that is well placed with good balance. The headline 
provides a benefit and encourages the reader to learn more. The 
layout provides multiple opportunities to hook the reader in the 
cover story. The use of color and white space on this cover really 
make it pop.

CATEGORY 16: SINGLE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE
 (ART GRAPHICS, PHOTO-GRAPHICS; NO CONVENTIONAL PHOTOS)

FIRST PLACE
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing  
Life cycle of a fly 
by Kevin Brown

This is a bilingual explanation of how flies breed, multiply and why 
control is needed to keep milk quantity and quality high. This is an 
excellent primer for Spanish-speaking dairy workers.
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This computer-generated graphic is a good illustration for the story, 
but conveys no information.

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine  
Topsy Turvy 
by Jim Bauer

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine  
Credit Crunch 
by Dennis Wolf

A good illustration, but once again, contains no information to add 
to the story’s content. Also, it doesn’t seem to fit the theme of the 
story.

CATEGORY 17: PUBLISHED EDITORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY (SERIES OR PHOTO STORY)

FIRST PLACE
National Hog Farmer
2008 Pork Industry Environmental Stewards
by Krista Trempe, Dean Houghton

Well thought out piece. The photography tells the story with a 
variety of imagery, from aerial views to what’s happening at the 
ground level. The landscape shots and aerials are great – well 
composed and visually interesting. The irrigation shot is especially 
eye-catching. The people shots, in general, could be a little more 
interesting and less staged.

CATEGORY 18: SINGLE PHOTO ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE (NOT 
PART OF A SERIES OR PICTURE STORY; BW OR 4-COLOR)

There were three very strong entries in this category and all entries had powerful photographs that made them all interesting to judge.  
All entries had good balance between photographs and copy and made them attractive and stand out in the respective magazines.  All 
photographs were exceptionally executed and some depicted the focus of their respective articles more so than others. 

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine  
Pinkeye Problems 
by Alaina Burt

Strong, large dominant lead photo ties well into article. Reader 
knows exactly what article is about – no surprises. Great use of 
subheads and colors to tie it together.
Ad placement distracts reader from article.

Great use of lead photo to help move readers eye and attention 
across the pages and article. Great use of layering and shadows to 
make it pop off page and come to life.
Stronger use of sub-heads could help this article. Subhead under 
headline better explains the article.

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine 
Proactive Passion 
by Joe Roybal

HONORABLE MENTION
Certified Angus Beef, LLC 
Staying the Course 
by Steve Suther

Lead photo plays well into focus of the article. Great use of callouts 
that draws reader into the story and that mix well with the photo.
This design could be improved by thinking outside the box – be 
more edgy.
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CATEGORY 19: NATIONAL SHOW COVERAGE

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal  
The Full Ride 
by staff

The most noteworthy aspect of this design is the balance of 
photographs with headers and copy. Great use of hierarchy to lead 
the reader through the coverage of the show and highlights. Lots 
of good photos to illustrate articles. Award pages at the back get 
monotonous to read. Great opening photographs.

Both entries had strong, attention getting opening pages and articles. Lots of photographs that helped tell the story of their shows 
and carried their respective show themes throughout the coverage, which made it easy for the reader to follow and understand. Both 
provided interesting and detailed recaps of their shows that showcased the livestock and exhibitors in the best light.

The most noteworthy aspect of this design is the interesting use of 
pig illustration and type face on front page. Disco theme played 
throughout the coverage. Liked use of kid photos and candid photos 
throughout. Disco theme and other elements contrasted at times. 
Traditional use of layout, text and graphics was good.

SECOND PLACE
Seedstock EDGE
2008 National Junior Summer Spectacular 
coverage 
by Christy Couch Lee

WRITING DIVISION
FEATURE ARTICLES ASSOCIATION

CATEGORY 20: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT ARTICLE
For the most part, the articles stood out because of their importance to their audiences. What separates the higher scoring pieces from 
the rest were the quality of the opening sentence, focus, overall clarity and organization. Frequently, among the lower scoring pieces, 
compelling quotes or tips were appearing in the middle of the stories, even though they were stronger than comments used near the 
leads. 

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse 
Going Dutch 
by Holly Clanahan 

This story personally engages the reader, quickly establishing the 
Kisers as people who own a horse that needs help, leading to the 
vet who offers hope with new ideas told in a compelling way. The 
headline is creative and effective. Nuances and emphasis effectively 
conveyed with italics in the body of the story that incidentally 
featured helpful graphic elements as well. Appropriate “by the way” 
sidebar, too.This writing could be improved, perhaps, by including 
a veterinarian with another view on how to treat laminitis—but 
we realize there may not be other options. This story has very few 
imperfections. 

American Quarter Horse Journal 
Into the Night 
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison
The most noteworthy aspect of this design is a strong contrast of colors making it stand out. Choice of type could be im-
proved.
Photo needs an article to go with it in this category. 

American Quarter Horse Journal 
A Star is Born 
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison
Placement and cropping of photo fits nicely on page layout. Attention on Foal draws the readers’ attention. Choice of type 
could be improved.
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This is a unique entry for the Production/Management writing 
category, in that much of the information is conveyed in 
photographs, which are not subject to judging. Perhaps the opening 
page of the story could have conveyed more about the scope of 
organization such as charts, etc., although it did open with a great 
lead that implied a buzz of activity. Overall, the writing is excellent, 
but might also score well as a photo story.

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal
All In A Day 
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison  

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
Planning for a Wreck 
by Kindra Gordon

This article is  a very complete look at crisis planning from the 
unique perspective of the emergency trainer. Striking headline 
and established credibility with Grandin link and list of clients. 
Statistical sidebar was excellent.
This writing could be improved by a simpler lead that starts with, 
As the saying goes, -prepare - and leave out the qualifier phrase. The 
reader starts into this expecting a how-to, but finds more of a profile 
of the education process with some specific tips of use to emergency 
personnel. Story would benefit from input from those Woods has 
trained. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Kansas Stockman  
Rearranging production cycle can reduce 
cow costs
by Todd Domer

The most noteworthy aspect of this writing is that it is a very helpful 
article, set off by a lead that addresses the serious nature of the 
challenge. Good use of numbers and concise writing explores three 
unique ideas on one page. Organization and clarity are strong points. 
Helpful sidebar box, too.
This writing could be improved by adding another source, perhaps a 
producer example. Headline could use more creativity, but it works.  

Cutting Horse Chatter 
Help your foals fight Rhodococcus
by Stacy Pigott
This article is direct and informative. Educates the reader about the health threat. Good cutline. Good use of subheads to break up 
copy. This writing could be improved by using a lead that was not a compound sentence with a question that was already paid off in 
the headline. Also, maintain a consistent tense of attribution (he explains in second paragraph but warned in the fourth paragraph). 
Consider using more pronouns to avoid the frequent use of the scientific name to make it more reader friendly. Closing sentence is 
incomplete with grammatical errors.

Kansas Stockman 
Beef Producers use Canola to fill the forage gap
by Scarlett Hagins
A good report that uses multiple sources and both headline and lead communicate this is something new. The writing was concise 
and covered a useful topic. This writing could be improved by telling us what canola is, and perhaps moving the bloat risk up a little 
higher, thus explaining why this was out of the comfort zone. In the lead, it is redundant to say “tried something new.” This is very 
short, compared to other entries in this category, but does pack in a lot of information. Closing quote leaves us with an appropriate 
note of caution.

Kansas Stockman 
Cattle feeders trying to cope with high grain prices
by Scarlett Hagins
The most noteworthy aspect of this writing is an effective lead sentence that promises a full exploration of the topic. There are com-
pelling quotes in the story, but the story would be better served by moving Shotton’s comparison up so that we quickly see that weekly 
market swings now take five minutes.This writing could be improved by keeping in mind the limitations of monthly publishing in 
quoting market prices as “current.” In addition, also watch for redundancy and look for opportunities to utilize simpler words.
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CATEGORY 21: MARKETING ARTICLE

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal 
What’s Driving Female Prices 
by Troy Smith

The headline of this article provided a good set up for the story, 
multiple sources added credibility, quoting dollar amounts helped 
complete the ideas presented, and the article communicated a lot of 
good information in just two pages. This writing could be improved 
by a more direct, forceful lead which might have set the story up 
better, rather than simply introducing a producer affected by the 
market and drought. But it does fit the structure of an article that 
takes its time getting to the points about discriminating buyers and 
the demand for quality. Overall,  a very nice job.

The marketing premise is strong in this article and it has good 
information and quotes to support it. Many of the quotes were 
very colorful. The information was valuable. The online sidebar 
supported the copy. Paragraphs 3 and 4 slowed down the story. That 
information would have been better incorporated throughout the 
article as you quote the sources, rather than lumped together near 
the beginning.  The graphic treatment of the headline limited its 
effectiveness to a degree, but this is not a design category.

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal 
Marketing The Next-Career Racehorse 
by Andrea Caudill

Of the four entries in this category, one stood out for its greater clarity in organization, attribution style and concise writing. Marketing 
is one of the most important aspects of writing for producers, and the subject seems underrepresented by the number of entries. 

Hereford World  
Cooperator Care
by Sara Gugelmeyer
This article is a thorough exploration of the cooperator herd concept with an array of appropriate sources who address the topic well. 
The numbered section helps with overall organization, but it would be nice to see more about the opening example later in the story. 
Some of the quotes seem hidden behind the transition sentences, consider letting them open the next paragraph. The lead was engag-
ing but could use a little more zip. Overall, the story was well written but could benefit from tighter writing or editing.

Hereford World
What’s He Worth?
by Angie Stump Denton
Headline of this article was engaging and communicated quickly. The article was very thorough, including the dollar 
impact, and the sidebars were a plus. The lead paragraph seemed more suitable for a research report. Save the program 
numbers for a second paragraph and open with the per-head excitement (nearly $70 per head!). This approach seemed to 
dictate an even longer second sentence, which hindered reader interest and effective communication. In the body of the 
story, try introducing a new source with what they have to say sometimes instead of always beginning with who they are. 
The long conclusion sentence would be better if broken into several sentences. You kept a lot of information well orga-
nized and useful.
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CATEGORY 22: TECHNICAL ARTICLE

FIRST PLACE
Cutting Horse Chatter 
Crooked start straight finish 
by April Fingerlos
 

After reading the first paragraph of any technical article, the reader 
should be able to answer the question, “Why should I read on?” This 
piece did a good job of drawing the reader in after just a few lines. 
The author also did a good job of thoroughly explaining the very 
technical process of DNA parent identification without “dumbing 
it down.” Would recommend paraphrasing a couple of quotes, as 
quotes are more effective when conveying an opinion as opposed to 
technical facts. 

Despite there being only two entries, the winning article was clearly deserving of a first place. Its engaging lead and accessible style 
delivered a full understanding of the topic in language any reader can understand. The other entry was perhaps even more ambitious in 
scope but fell short in making the technical and regulatory issues clear to the reader. This category is certainly underrepresented by the 
number of entries. 

Angus Journal 
A Brave New World?
by Linda Robbins
The most noteworthy aspect of this writing is that the headline communicated very well, not just identifying a problem but also giving 
hope of a remedy. The lead paragraph was captivating prose that you don’t expect from a technical writing piece.
This writing could be improved by using shorter and varied-length sentences and paragraphs making this easier to read. The reader 
looks back fondly on that lead, looking in vain for that kind of prose woven throughout. Although the story uses an authoritative voice, 
it is not clear if all of the textbook knowledge comes from Dr. Agne, the only source quoted. Perhaps the author is a qualified expert, 
but it may help credibility to attribute the advice. Still, this was a very good and explanatory piece of writing. 

CATEGORY 23: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST STORY
There were several very good entries in this category, and all were good. A couple of them stood out as excellent, providing a very 
close race between first and second. In the end, that came down to tighter writing with fewer errors for the winning entry.  Several 
entries pushed the envelope on creativity, which is a good thing, but challenging to accurately judge against others adhering to the 
favored AP style. One thing that separated the good from the very good was the quality of the quotes. It may be that some of the 
individuals written about were simply more interesting but it’s just as likely that the better quotes came as a result of better questions 
or notes. Another generalization: very good stories had very good leads.

FIRST PLACE 
The American Quarter Horse Journal  
The Kendrick Park Trail 
by Jim Jennings 

Right out the gate with its lead about the big country, this story 
provides an excellent sense of place and history. It framed the 
magnitude of the topic. At the end of the introductory section, 
the transition to first-person is smooth and promises a first-hand 
account that the writer clearly delivers. The subheads were good in 
establishing a timeline. Log entries almost make the reader present 
on the trail, and the words seemed to paint the picture. Past-tense 

technique clarifies what happened during each night. Tight writing with short or varied-length sentences keeps it moving throughout, 
leaving the reader wishing for  more.It might fit better to say the cedars give way to pines rather than give away; and at the end, 
replace Gus’ quote just with the word, that.
Thanks for the ride.

Kansas Stockman
Producers control premium destiny
by Lindsay Domer
A lot of information and options were presented in a single page, and it’s a good report on an interesting talk about marketing. The 
piece could have had more impact if treated as a how-to article rather than a news story about Bill Mies’ presentation. The article was 
based on seven different markets, but it was somewhat difficult to track the points. Part of the problem was the sentence structure that 
started the seventh paragraph. Consider using more pronoun attributions throughout.
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HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse 
Personality Plus 
by Holly Clanahan

This story is a treat to read for the most part, and the words show 
us a clear picture of the artist and his works. The quotes elicited 
were very fresh and colorful It seems to get a little bogged down 
with what may be obligatory horse bloodlines and pedigrees after 
the engaging lead. That interruption seemed forced, doing nothing 
to help flow and organization.  Overall, nice job that meets your 
objective.

Cutting Horse Chatter
A Great Horseman: Curly Talmage
by Jill Dunkel
This story features a great deal of name-dropping, to the point where it can be seen as a creative element, this relentless list—though 
I’m sure these are iconic people and horses that illustrate the subject’s history-filled life. Oldtimers like Curly make terrific subject 
matter as a rule.The objective and the reader might be better served by cutting back on a more judicious inclusion of some names as 
telling examples. It seems like the transition from Babe Ruth to Rey Jay would have been better if it was made a little quicker. As a 
result that comparison didn’t work as well as it could.

Seedstock EDGE 
Failing Forward
by Christy Couch Lee
This is a very thorough look at Beau from every angle and written with a great fondness for the profile subject. 
Tighter writing would help maintain reader interest. There are too many uses of the word, “Beau,” sometimes twice in a sentence. 
Using more pronouns would help. The continuous high praise from friends and family tended to go “over-Beau’d.”  This was set up 
as a Rocky Balboa kind of story but it came off pretty mundane. There was a strong recitation of facts in chronological order but they 
didn’t flow through transitions or capture the emotion until the very end.

America’s Horse 
I Could Write a Book
by Holly Clanahan
The headline accurately sets up the story and the lead is on target, developing into an engaging anecdote. The story seems to recall the 
events that led to that book being written. It was engaging and made us want to read more.Compared to the other entries in this cat-
egory, this story lacked depth. While excerpting the book helps present the overall subject, it does not seem like a direct reflection on 
the article writer’s ability. The only struggle was deciding whether the subject was Margot, Bill or the stated fact they became friends.

to little problems in a piece that aims to do so much, but there are a few. “Just over a year earlier” would be better than the rigid rule 
that made it “Just more than a year-” Many readers may wonder what is meant by the “blade of the 1206,” and descent is spelled 
“decent.” The dramatic switch to present tense is marred by one reversion back to past tense (she explained). Overall, a memorable 
piece written with much compassion and skill.

This story is remarkable on several levels, not least is the scope 
of its ambition to painstakingly set the scene in minute detail—
sometimes to a fault. The reader may begin to lose interest in the 
overall story, but incredulity at the descriptive language keeps it 
going. The first seven or eight paragraphs have the feel of a good 
novel and not just a good magazine article.It seems wrong to point 

SECOND PLACE
Angus Journal
Scars of Strength
by Crystal Albers
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America’s Horse
What A Great Ride
by Becky Newell
The story represents an extremely thorough career overview and a kind of homage to the association executive featured. A very good 
job of summarizing high points in the career.
Tighter writing would help. Starting with the lead, there were opportunities to cut (of course the child was “growing up”); and by 
definition something on a to-do list “hasn’t gotten accomplished.” Rather than ramble (“more than 2 million of the now more than 5”), 
use a percentage estimate. Find ways not to repeat a book title three times. Don’t repeat the length of tenure or set up a quote about 
big boots to fill with nearly the same words. The quotes overall felt like something right out of press release. Maybe by digging deeper 
into the subject the quotes would have been more energized.
This is not a poorly written story, but it is so long that it finds room to err.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
The World Around 
by Tonya Ratliff -Garrison
This is an interesting read, and the lead sets the scene for storytelling. It’s a great introduction to the man and makes the 
reader want to know more. The individual stories are not simply chronological history but well-told and engaging; it’s as if the reader 
is in that room with this accomplished and well-traveled person.
 It’s not clear how much of this is by the article writer, but it seems most is by Mooney. The short intro in past tense breaks into pres-
ent, uses a compound sentence with no commas and ends with a question but no question mark. After the brief, italicized section 
introductions, it reads like a transcription. The overall effect is pleasing, though difficult to judge. Very interesting subject flavored 
with good writing.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Chitticks Gone Showing 
by Christine Hamilton
This is a cute story with a great structure by section and lessons learned. 
However, the style is marred by an endemic tense mix of past and present. The lead asks a present-tense question that is answered in 
past tense. Headings and transitions are present, examples are past. There’s also a series where nicknames of horses appear to be ad-
ditional horses (Tango Tango, “Tango,”). The reader doesn’t get to know the family very well because of the modular structure that is 
a series of anecdotes, and it’s hard to develop any depth when you cover four people in one article. As an example, the reader wants to 
know what “mistakes” Steve made when he first started getting into horses.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
In the High Country 
by Larri Jo Starkey
This is a great read-aloud story, and comes across like a chapter in a first-person book. It is very conversational and brings the reader 
into that time and place.We could have used a clue that the writer is the subject, rather than figuring that out a few sentences into the 
story when we come to quotation marks. The lackluster lead does tell us to get ready for a unique style, and the stream of conscious-
ness carries it. This article gets full marks for creativity, but in this category judged by “AP Style,” it can’t rise to the top.

CATEGORY 24: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY
Instructional categories are difficult to write, because authors are describing “how-to” do something, which is not easy to do with 
animals. Many entries involved simply editing someone else’s writing, therefore, we question if it merits an award in the category in 
which other authors have interviewed, fact-checked and written from a blank sheet of paper. All entries must be concise and clear to be 
effective in this category. Extra words tend to bog down the story, making it more difficult to understand. The writers in this category 
did a fine job overall, but there were some clear winners.
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Good, concise, clear story - a lot of information without being 
overwhelming. Sometimes though, the reader needs a bit more, 
such as the technique to appropriately thaw colostrum. The lead is 
okay but it cuts to the chase too quickly. This story may be better 
if the first sentence was removed and we dove right into the meat. 
Second item, the phrase, “provide adequate dam nutrition” is used in 
the subhead and two consecutive graphs. This is a little redundant, 
perhaps. Should research noted in point three have some citation?

SECOND PLACE
Angus Journal 
Best Beginnings 
by Barb Baylor Anderson

HONORABLE MENTION
Hereford World  
Worth 1000 Words 
by Angie Stump Denton

Be careful of using a cliché headline and then incorporating it 
into the lead. This is a solidly written article, with good flow 
of information. Some sources could be paraphrased; numerous 
sources make this story difficult to follow at times. Sidebars are 
an effective way to present detailed technical material in a format 
the reader could absorb. Good flow of story from technical to 
technique applied. This is a story that can certainly help a producer’s 
profitability.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
How to Heel 
by Larri Jo Starkey
This article is very interesting, very informative and easy to understand. The concepts are illustrated (with words) verywell. First per-
son column at the end is icing on the cake. Not all is perfect, however. The lead statement is obvious, it goes without saying that good 
practice makes someone better. That’s like saying dog bites man. We need a lead more akin to, man bites dog; i.e., practice is no good 
unless it is the right kind of practice. The headline is flat, and a bit cliché. Be careful using jargon to excess. A beginning roper, who is 
the target reader, may not understand terms like “spoke.”

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Hey Kid Slow Down 
by Christine Hamilton
This article is another example of simply editing someone else’s writing. The lead could be improved, with an 
introduction of the specialist. The editing of this story is good; it is clear, concise and flows well. Good examples of
 technique done right when roping and the consequences when it is not.

The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Inside The Box
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison
This article is another example of simply editing someone else’s writing. We thought this article had a good introduction, which sets 
the stage for the narration of the boxing class. This concept is explained well, and could be visualized with the strong imagery. There 
are some typos. Like to see a little more formality and less use of the word “you.” It is a fine line, because you are editing someone 
else’s words. Be careful with the use of industry jargon. This could be tightened up considerably.

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse 
Mind Over Matter 
by Holly Clanahan

Good lead. Creative and left us wondering how Emerson fits in. The 
writer did a nice job of making the reader understand it is as much 
about relationship-building as it is about physically loading the horse 
into the trailer. Good use of examples of missteps in the process. 
Good use of attribution to the expert. Story is well organized and has 
good flow. We would like to see this tightened up a bit; some cases 
where extra words could be deleted. 
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The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Sit Square to Turn Around
by Larri Jo Starkey
This article is an example of simply editing someone else’s writing. With that said, we like how the rest of the story flows and is so 
conversational. It is easy to read and follow and quite informative. We could imagine being in an arena and getting this lesson - that’s 
a good job of writing. Lead is a little dull. It does little more than state the obvious. We would like there to be more in the lead about 
how the story is organized. Is Larri Jo editing Robin Frid’s words? If this is the case, why Robin Frid? Who is this person? Why is he 
or she an expert? An introduction in the lead paragraphs would have helped answer these questions. The “how-to” flows a little late in 
the story, it needs to be moved higher.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Middle Ground
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison
We would like to see the author do more editing of the narration. It is not easy to take someone else’s words, tighten them up and keep 
the same writing style, but it is necessary when implementing this format. The author could have done a better job and made a more 
concise, effective story. Still, this is a neat piece. This article has a compelling lead that explains to the reader why the rider should 
improve their skills in the middle of the arena.

Charolais Journal 
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words
by Kori Conley
There is some great information here and we think this article would be a big help to a lot of people. 
The lead is a little trite. Everyone knows that technology continues to advance. Tell us something that is not obvious. The story is in-
tended for beginners but when talking about things like depth of field, there probably needs to be an explanation. How about a sidebar 
of basic photography terms? Some spelling errors and typos detract from the quality. For instance, there are areas where commas are 
needed (e.g., page 67, 3rd graph, after Brett Sayre…). Tightening up the story by removing extra words is necessary. This is a long 
story, and it is difficult to write and edit a story of this size. But it’s also difficult to read. Take time after a few days to re-read and edit. 
The end-result will be a better story, tighter, more informative and easier to read. The story could have been written in two parts, buy-
ing the camera and taking the picture.

Cutting Horse Chatter
Is it me or is it my horse?
by Stacy Pigott
Good lead. Creative and draws us in. Several questions at the end of the second graph, however, don’t agree with the first quote: 
“that’s a very common question.” Good imagery from the author. Quotes also have impact. Tighten up by removing extra words. Ex-
ample, page 85, fifth graph: Wood often sees two common rider errors: riders who use legs incorrectly, and riders who lean. Removing 
6 words adds clarity. It takes time, but makes for a better reading experience. Be careful with the use of industry jargon.

CATEGORY 25: PRODUCER / FARM / RANCH PROFILE
This category is fun to judge, because the authors capture the essence of families and businesses – and that is what this industry is all 
about. These stories often highlight highs and lows which, when done effectively, stir the emotion of the reader. Some entries in this 
division were long and more difficult to read; while others, just as long, painted a picture and told a story which left the reader wanting 
more. That’s the mark of a great story. Overall, these writers did a nice job and it was difficult to select the winners.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE 
Memories in the Making 
by Christy Couch Lee

Nice lead illustrating the people/family aspect – a theme that recurs 
throughout this well-written story. Good blending of the history 
behind the man and his current contributions. This is a nice story 
that complements Bob Hines and the swine industry. A fun walk 
down memory lane about swine breeding. We would like to see 
some more anecdotes, perhaps from his students…about the good 
old days of the swine industry.

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
That Stik Horse Brand
by Christine Hamilton

This article is well-written and fun to read. Some areas of the story 
needed a little more explanation. But this writer has a passion for 
telling a great story and does it well.

Agweek magazine 
Ranch Stewards: Hovde are quiet conservationists 
by Mikkel Pates, staff
This is a good story, and an interesting insight into the family and ranch history. It is easy-to-read, except for a few instances when 
there are words that appear to be out of place. For instance, when talking about rotational grazing, why not just say, “using” instead of, 
“employing?” There are similar instances of this throughout. There were several places where the information is redundant. Take the 
time to do a critical read-through to avoid such instances. Page 22: water system bullet point is repeated on page 23.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal 
Cesar Pedrero 
by Andrea Caudill
This is a nice tribute to a man the industry respects. The author does a good job of pulling the history together. It was a bit confus-
ing when the writer used quotes from an earlier story. The article was lengthy and a bit burdensome to read, with a lot of quotes and 
sources. Maybe breaking up the last section with another sub-head would be helpful. Good explanation of Mexican events.

Excellent story. Lead, body, conclusion are all very good. We can 
not think of a thing to change. Love the line describing escaping 
calves as a kernel of popping corn. Very good imagery!

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal
Wagonhound Way
by Christine Hamilton

This is a well-written, loving tribute to a friend. Stories like this are 
good for the soul. We love how you captured the “old-man” essence 
and didn’t tame down his word-choice. The story made us laugh out 
loud on several occasions.

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal  
Sonny Days 
by Richard Chamberlain
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The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
Home of the ‘Ville 
by  Richard Chamberlain
This article contains a lot of good information and detail. The writer used good imagery in the lead, which draws the reader in. We 
would have liked to have seen the conclusion tie back to the lead so the article comes full circle. The story is very lengthy, with long 
paragraphs, which makes it burdensome to read in spots. 

America’s Horse
Ranching
by Jim Jennings
This story needs a headline. “Ranching” doesn’t quite cut it. This an easy-to-read, well-written article, with good use of conversational 
style. Good imagery describing ranch. The writer could have included a few more details as to the handling of the colts and the early 
training. Nice photos. Great quotes and anecdotes – these experienced ranchers have a lot of wisdom to share! The quotes would flow 
better if the attribution was at the end, rather than the middle. 

Seedstock EDGE
Taking a Swing 
by Christy Couch Lee 
A good profile, very thorough. The story could have been tightened and shortened; as it is, it takes a long time to read. Quotes from 
Kara at the end seemed a bit abrupt.

The Cattleman magazine
Making a Comeback 
by Katrina Waters
This is a good story that could be made better with a little more observational imagery of the ranch and the man. More details should 
have been included on how the comeback is being orchestrated. Nice, solid writing, easy to read.

Angus Journal  
Noah Angus Ranch 
by Mathew Elliott
This is nice profile of this family operation. Lead is a little trite; all farms and ranches have variability. How about bringing the repeat-
ability factor to the front? Good story, well-written. 

High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal 
Purebred producers take commercial approach 
by  Jennifer Bremer
Nice story, well written. The headline does not deliver – there are not enough concrete details to allow the reader to understand how 
this purebred producer uses commercial strategies to be profitable. Extra words can be removed to make this more concise. It is a good 
story about the family; a nice profile. 
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HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
Stalls Versus Pens 
by Joe Vansickle

This is a good story on a very timely topic. You’ve broken new 
ground, on a point that is very important to the industry. Lots of 
info on many varied points to the topic. I consider this a very fine 
reporting job.

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today 
Kiwis a comin’ 
by Jim Dickrell

Nicely done! Crisp writing, lots of facts, good sources. It’s very well 
done and deserving of a high recognition. Very nice job.

A Fresh Pair of Eyes by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Farms.com
Comments: A very good story that is well organized. It’s a simple 
organization, but very effective. Maybe you could have added a 
second source or two to broaden it a little – that would be the major 
criticism. 

SECOND PLACE
Farms.com Media 
A Fresh Pair of Eyes 
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Gail Lombardino 

Overall assessment of this category: There is some very good reporting in this category, on a variety of topics. The entries are 
impressive and educational. Many of the stories could have used additional sources to broaden the reporting and the impact. Also, 
most stories need something new to justify doing the story now, and some of these entries are more “reminder” pieces that don’t 
break new ground. Also, many of these entries need “tightening up,” or getting to the point more quickly. Still, the positives here far 
outnumber the negatives. The winning stories break new ground, get to the point quickly, strive for multiple sources, and are well 
organized.

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Beef Bulletin
Headed in the Right Direction 
by Miranda Reiman

This is a very fine example of a farmer profile/feature. Very good 
lead paragraph, and a good explanation of why these farmers do 
what they do. I like the good quotes, it really makes the story 
readable and the people likeable.

FEATURE ARTICLES NON-ASSOCIATION
CATEGORY 26: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT ARTICLE

High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal 
Ranchers use opportunities to continue family tradition 
 by Jennifer Bremer
Good initial lead, although it does not illustrate the perseverance notion the writer was trying to convey. The new ventures, including 
hunting, should be moved up to focus on the ability to adapt and remain profitable. Headline is nothing exciting…if it were not on the 
front page, it would not stand out. This is a good, thorough profile story.
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HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal
Success keeps reining horse trainer at the top 
by Kylene Orebaugh

This is a nice story, and it is very educational. Another source or 
two would have been a nice addition. The sidebar is a positive 
attribute, as it explains a topic that many may not know much 
about.  It’s well organized, and the writing style causes the reader 
to like these people a lot.

Working Ranch magazine 
Expecting a visit from Ol’ Man Winter? 
by Tim O’byrne
This is a very unique story – one you don’t read every day. It’s part news, part commentary, and the style is good. Good job!

Beef Today 
No bull about it 
by Sara Brown 
This story is good, with lots of good information. I would like a stronger lead paragraph – maybe a anecdote from producers about 
why they need different bulls.

High Plains Journal  
High density system mimics migrating herds
by Doug Rich
This story features a very unique grazing concept. It would be nice to add another source or two. Overall, this is a fascinating story 
about how hard this guy works. Is there another source who could verify that this is worth all the work?

Beef Today
Think outside the hay ring 
by Kim Watson
This is a good, hard-working story. Not a lot of new ground here. It’s more of “reminder” journalism. It would have been better, had 
there been something new and innovative.

Dairy Today/Farm Journal
Headed to the grid
by Cathy Merlo
This is a very well-done story about a start-up concept. It’s going to be a better story two or three years down the road. It’s well written 
and researched.

BEEF magazine  
Market First 
by Wes Ishmael
Good story. An additional source or two, or maybe a sidebar on the value of what they’re doing would be nice additions. The goals are 
difficult to grasp when reading the story the first time. 
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BEEF magazine
The nose knows 
by Burt Rutherford
Good story with a good lead paragraph. This story could maybe have used another source or two. This also has a “reminder journal-
ism” feel, rather than new information.

BEEF magazine
A change in the lineup 
by Alaina Burt
I like the story. It does feel a little “shotgun” in approach, and you probably could have been more focused on one issue. 
Good, solid producer profile.

Martin Williams Advertising 
Hide and seek: managing subclinical and clinical mastitis through proper detection and 
treatment 
by Sarah Hoffer
It’s a fine story. It’s somewhat “reminder journalism” – nothing new. It needs a producer source to provide an interest factor.

Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy Publishing  
Idaho producer believes in progressive profit breeding 
by Emily Caldwell
This is a good story. It maybe needs a tighter or more-defined focus. State the main management point early in the story, and focus 
around it. It was easy to get a little lost in this story.

Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy Publishing  
Heifer raising: Not as easy as it looks 
by Walt Cooley
Nice story. The reader is left with questions on a few things: Where do calves come from? Costs of a heifer ready to calve? Genetic 
quality control?

High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal
Combining distillers grains with low quality forages creates long-term storage solution
by Jennifer M. Latzke
It’s a good story with good information. The writing style is not as tight as it could be, as it contains many repeated statements. Also, a 
farmer example would add to the story.

National Hog Farmer 
Lactating sows feed themselves 
by Dale Miller
This is a good story with lots of value for other swine producers. It’s hard to make such a detail-oriented story very readable. The 
reader can get lost in the details.
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Drovers  
Watching the grass grow 
by John Maday
Good story. It takes a long time to get to the guts of it. And, this is a long story for such a narrow topic. Tighten it up.

Drovers 
Meeting the hard times head-on 
by Holly Foster
This is really a “shotgun” story. Lots of jumping from topic to topic. It needs focus and better organization.

Certified Angus Beef, LLC 
Ranching on the green
by Steve Suther
This is a very solid producer-experience. It’s broad based without a lot of new or ground-breaking information. 

CATEGORY 27: MARKETING ARTICLE

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal 
Open Range is a Natural for Angus Beef 
by Doug Rich

This article does a great job of showing how a producer is teaming 
up with a restaurant owner to fill a market for natural beef. It is 
well written and shows all aspects of the process from evaluating 
pedigrees and technical information to the end result. For the end 
consumer to be able to know where the meat they are eating is 
coming from is a neat service for the restaurant to offer. This is a 
good example of how the beef industry is moving toward source 
verification.

This is a very informative article telling producers why they should 
market cull cows specific times. Profitability is the key for producers 
and this gives good management ideas to an always problem area for 
beef producers. It’s also nice to refer or link to other articles in this 
article to draw the readers to other helpful information.

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine 
Get ‘Em Gone 
by Wes Ishmael

A very interesting category that was difficult to judge. Marketing of agriculture products is how producers make a living. Giving 
producers ideas of new ways to market their products and showing them examples of success is the best way to inform them. Writers 
in this category did just that. They gave ideas of new ways to market, as well as ways for producers to become more profitable, since 
that is ultimately what the producer must be.

HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers
Searching for Profits 
by John Maday

An overall well-written article with good transitions throughout. It 
flowed extremely well and was easy to read. Producers are given 
good tips as to how to become more profitable. A good link between 
all different aspects of the industry and how it affects producers.
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Excellent use of real-life examples to support the information 
presented in the story, and a well-balanced choice of sources to 
explain the process. Perhaps the writer could have spent more time 
addressing potential pitfalls, which would have provided more 
reader value.

SECOND PLACE
Dairy Today 
Taking credit 
by Catherine Merlo

Certified Angus Beef LLC
Cutting-edge Cuts 
by Miranda Reiman
The article gives producers an idea of where their checkoff dollars are being spent and how it will benefit them in the end. Great job of 
showing the connection of an organization with the retailer and how they are working for their members.

BEEF magazine
Market Now or Later 
by Wes Ishmael
The article gives producers a good explanation of how they should weigh out their options for marketing their calves and all the fac-
tors involved in that decision. The information is helpful and understandable for those who aren’t in the beef industry, also.

Farms.com Media
Future looks better for pork producers
by JoAnn Alumbaugh
The article does a good job of letting producers know what economists have seen and what they expect for producers to face in the 
future. Very good sources for your story who provided you with excellent information.

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
Plans Passion and the Power of Family 

by Karen Knutsen & Tim Baumgartner
A neat story about how a family works together on their multi-generational dairy farm. You did a good job showing how they have 
built up their herd based on the traits they believe in and their thoughts on being successful.

CATEGORY 28: TECHNICAL ARTICLE

FIRST PLACE
Working Ranch magazine
Saddle Up – What You Don’t See In Your 
Horse’s Mouth
by Doug Groves, various photographers

Very creative, engaging explanation of a technical issue, and 
good choice of sources. The information is conveyed in an easily 
understood manner, while still demonstrating why this information 
is important to the horse owner. Excellent use of photograph 
captions to support the information presented in the story

Overall, this was a strong, competitive category. Those who rose to the top were able to organize information in an easy-to-digest 
format and make sometimes-difficult-to-understand topics understandable.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers 
The Price of Performance 
by John Maday

A thorough examination of the research being conducted at 
USMARC and elsewhere, and how it benefits ranchers. The story 
might have benefited from adding the rancher’s perspective.

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
Extreme Water
by Alaina Burt

Interesting overview of how one rancher solved a problem. Clearly 
demonstrates how others can benefit from the knowledge gained. 
Good use of sidebars to help explain the issue. Perhaps another 
example of a rancher who had used this solution would solidify the 
validity of the concept for the reader.

Working Ranch magazine
Land Trust or Ranch Bust?
by Troy Smith, David Stoecklein
Good use of real-life examples with practical information others will find valuable. Good use of sidebar to convey basic information. 
The writing could be improved by including a lead paragraph or two before jumping into the story.

Certified Angus Beef LLC 
Marbling: Good for You
by Steve Suther
Well-written, interesting information, but would have been much better if the author had used multiple sources to support the informa-
tion. Good use of sidebars and charts.

Drovers 
Science and Art of Beef Quality
by Holly Foster
Thorough, well-organized examination of the challenges of carcass disparity. Good variety of sources and information. The writing 
could be improved by using an example or two of producers doing it right, perhaps as sidebars.

BEEF magazine  
Pinkeye Problems 
by Alaina Burt
Well organized, thoroughly researched story with several sources cited, and includes practical information. Good use of sidebar to 
highlight recommendations. The writing could have been improved by using more than one rancher example. 

High Plains Journal
Organization Working to Reduce Instances of E. Coli
by Kylene Orebaugh
Very thorough overview of the E. coli issue and what BIFSCo is doing to control the problem. Even though this story is broken up by 
using bullet points in several places, this is a lot of information for the reader to digest. Pulling information into sidebars or graphics 
would help.
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High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
Irradiation Helps Ensure Food Safety
by Jennifer Bremer
Very thorough overview of the irradiation process – both the challenges and the benefits. Considering your audience, the article seems 
quite long. Perhaps it could have been broken up into easier-to-read pieces by using sidebars.

BEEF magazine
Fast Forward Genetics
by Wes Ishmael
A thorough look at the research and technology featured. The writing could be improved by more clearly demonstrating the impor-
tance of the technology early in the story. The first quote does nothing to entice the reader to continue reading.

Filament Marketing LLC
DFR Technology
by Buffy Sacia
Good overview of the DFR technology. The writing could be improved by using a third-party source or a quote from a 
rancher who uses the technology. 

CATEGORY 29: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST STORY

FIRST PLACE
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing  
Flooded dairies begin cleanup 
by Ryan Curtis

The story could be improved by breaking out the assistance part 
from the main story. Hopefully, this article resulted in assistance for 
the flood victims. Next, how about a one-year follow-up?

This article features good use of quotes on this fascinating subject, 
Jim McKean. He’s a good interview. Tighter writing would have 
improved this story. 

SECOND PLACE
National Hog Farmer
“James McKean DVM” 
by Joe Vansickle

This category was a little hard to judge because I don’t see some of the articles fitting into the category. Just because an article 
contains actors doesn’t mean it is about them. For that reason, articles that had a strong human interest story rose to the top.
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High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal
Texas toy maker brings little dreams to life 
by Jennifer M. Latzke
This is a good news story for Christmas. Tighter writing would have improved this story. Is he making a living at this? Would be nice 
to know.

BEEF magazine
The man who would be president 
by Burt Rutherford
This story covers a compelling subject – Paul Hitch. Better transitions between sections would have improved this story. The ending is 
a bit confusing. He’s suffering from an incurable disease. So, how is it “just the beginning?”

High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal 
Sandhills chant helps Nebraskan become world champion 
by Jennifer Bremer
This is an interesting topic about becoming a champion. The lead is a bit confusing. Why would he sell windmills to his mom? The 
second paragraph is an incomplete sentence. Sponsorship information should have been broken out, as it stopped the flow of the story. 
Also, next year’s competition should have been broken out.

Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy Publishing  
Holiday wreaths adorn Cranberry Creek Dairy 
by Karen Lee 
This is an interesting look at a unique business. Watch your choices – “frees up” should be “frees,” etc. Getting into the story earlier 
would be good.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
The energizer 
by Miranda Reiman
A good subject – Marv Walter. This story could have been improved by more-concise writing. One too many quotes from Walter on 
what it takes to succeed. I think you should have moved his illness higher in the story to heighten the reader’s interest.

High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal  
Actions speak louder than words of gratitude 
by Jennifer M. Latzke
A tribute to the resiliency of the people affected by the tornado, and those who helped. The human stories are nice. The story could 
have been improved by replacing the housing angle with a human story.

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
The Taste Of Protein 
by Diana Barto

Umami – who knew? The story sheds light on a little-known “fifth 
taste.” As with the second-place entry, tighter writing would have 
improved this story.
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CATEGORY 30: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY, NA
Technical Writing is a formal style of writing that is critical in diverse industries such as the agricultural industry. The articles in this 
category address two very different areas, but yet allow the reader to understand the purpose of the writing and their call to action. 
Both of these writers did a good job of equipping their reader with the steps and recommendations for a successful outcome.   

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
Local Politics 
by Phil Perry

The most admirable component of this article could be considered 
the most important – good solid quotes and an easy flow of 
information. Information delivered could be considered common 
knowledge when writing from an instructional stance; however, 
there were enough valid points that made this article a good read. 
Areas of improvement include a stronger lead sentence and better 
paragraph transitions. The use of “suggests” and “notes” are great 
once, but not twice. 

Bar none this was an excellent and important topic to write about. 
Great lead and hook into the article. The first eleven paragraphs 
were great and then the style falls apart somewhat. Better word and 
phrase choices would help smooth it over as generalizations such as, 
“taking care of” leave the reader unsure of what exactly it means. 
Consider also spelling out abbreviations completely, especially when 
a direct quote. 

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
A Sticking Point 
by Alaina Burt

CATEGORY 31: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH PROFILE

FIRST PLACE
Working Ranch magazine  
Something Old, Something New 
by Bert Entwistle

WOW! The photographs, the use of type, color, shading and shadow 
were fabulous. Wow. This article is worthy of any national magazine 
and any reader. From the “scrappy calves” to the weaving in of 
the children’s sports and school activities, this is a fabulous piece.  
Congratulations on making readers feel the rich earth, smell the 
pungent manure and understand why the Millers love their way of 
life.

All of these submissions were definitely worthy of placing in this competition, and several days were needed to consider and 
reconsider before determining the winning entry.  The topics were varied, but each author drew in the reader with outstanding artwork, 
creative use of white space, and phrasing that wrapped the article in a neat package.  Commendations are extended to the talented 
writers in this category. 

Working Ranch magazine
Weekend Rodeo – Miracle in Texas 
by Corinne Brown 
A compelling story about overcoming adversity. This story could be improved by less intrusion by the writer. “A phone call to this 
writer,” and “but the best news?”

Ozarks Farm & Neighbor – Arkansas LLC  
Red River Roundup
by Jeanie Horn 
Dan Eoff, the story’s subject, sounds like an interesting guy. It takes too long to get into the story’s main focus – the Red River 
Roundup. This story contains too little information on the Roundup and why it’s important.
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HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer 
Randy Stoecker – Innovation is his busi-
ness acumen 
by Dale Miller

A well-written profile can be a challenge.  Summarizing a person’s 
career can sound like a chronological list of events, but Randy’s 
story was entertaining and lively, with tidbits of life lessons, good 
advice, and even a little sarcasm.  Clearly this is a man of humor, as 
the writer captured the quote, “(we) could spread dysentery about as 
efficiently as anybody.”   In this piece, the author created a multi-
dimensional portrait of Randy Stoecker, not a resume.

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine 
Matching Consumer to Rancher 
by Wes Ishmael

“Here I am a rancher going broke 55 miles from the guy who wants 
what we can produce” is the nugget of this article.  In tougher 
markets, cattle producers must see beyond the pasture and learn 
ways to make their product better fit the supermarket or restaurant 
kitchen.  This article gives valuable insight on how a band of 
creative producers have done just that.  This should be required 
reading for all ranchers!

Certified Angus Beef LLC
The Irish Foundation 
by Steve Suther
Theme graphics, good pictures and snappy writing earn this article kudos.  Not only does the writer provide an in-depth look into the 
herd, but he also makes us like the operation, while weaving in technical information. The closing line about selling stock back to 
Ireland and Scotland not only brings the animals full circle, but also makes a tidy closing to a very informative article.

Working Ranch magazine
 A Cowboy’s Home is His Castle 
by Corinne Patterson
Nice photos in this Montana ranch profile that was both informational and entertaining.  The author did a very nice job of blending the 
many elements of the ranch, while staying on target with Ed Fryer’s story.

BEEF magazine 
Keeping the Faith
by  Burt Rutherford
This is an article that cattle ranchers should read.  Practical advice in a package that’s palatable to producers!

Progressive Dairyman 
Milking Water Buffalo: Same Game Different Players
by Walt Cooley
Who knew that 15 percent of the world’s milk comes from water buffalo?  The idea of milking water buffalo is so foreign to most 
readers.  Extremely interesting and the facts would support a longer feature and more photos.

From the lead and throughout this article, the writer made readers 
like this couple who took on a dilapidated feedyard and made it a 
thriving business.  This was truly an old-fashioned “hard work” 
success story that was very well written and touched the heart.  “I 
really couldn’t tell Mary what it looked like, but I could see what 
it was going to be,” was perhaps the most telling quote by Dale 
Moore. The business information and the couple’s personal story 
were interwoven well, providing nice continuity throughout the 
article.  Great job!

SECOND PLACE
Certified Angus Beef LLC 
The Next Level 
by Steve Suther
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Excellent. The opening really grabbed my attention. I wanted to 
keep reading.SECOND PLACE

The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Yo Ho Ho 
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison

National Hog Farmer 
The Waldo Family-Producing quality genetics since 1895
by Dale Miller
Pioneers like Mr. Waldo and his family deserve to be featured! The artwork and photos worked well with this article, which is a fitting 
tribute to this family.

Holstein World
Thirty Somethings Series -Mike and Julie Duckett 
by Kathleen O’Keefe
Great article and photo about a young couple who have accomplished so much so quickly. The Ducketts
were such an interesting couple, and it would have been great to learn more directly from their quotes.
 
Progressive Dairyman
Greenhouse-grown silage feeds expanding Scottish dairy 
by Walt Cooley
What a great assignment!  No one can ever underestimate the work and expense to grow corn silage in Scotland.  This was a fascinat-
ing topic. 
 
Ozarks Farm and Neighbor Inc. 
Corn is Energy 
by Jane Kinser
Being able to sum up information into a practical how-to article is a hallmark of great writing. Good jobon making this an understand-
able piece, with appropriate cautions on the time, cost and effort that’s required to raise corn as feed. 

ASSOCIATION AND NON-ASSOCIATION COMBINED CATEGORIES
CATEGORY 32: NEWS STORY

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
Losing Immigrant Labor
by Burt Rutherford

This is a great article that is always timely. It is well organized with 
good use of subheads. The writer went beyond the beef industry to 
detail other areas and industries that would be affected by loosing 
immigrant labor. Good use of facts and figures to illustrate affect. 

Judging the News Stories category was not an easy task. These are great articles and are all strong entries. Each news story met its 
objective in reporting on the specific topic. These entries cover a wide variety of interesting topics. Some were straight-forward news 
stories, while others were a little more creative. Great overall category.
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Angus Journal
Plum Island
by Crystal Albers
This is a great article. It is extremely interesting. It is well organized with a good use of subheads to break up the extensive text. Pho-
tos are used well to illustrate the isolation of the island. It is an enjoyable read. 

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Fathers and Sons
by Larri Jo Starkey
Another good article that is easy to read. Great photos. Writer painted the picture. 

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Tested and True
by Larri Jo Starkey
This style of writing makes the article easy to read and enjoyable. It is a true account of the event. The photos are great and add a lot to 
the article and illustrate the text well. 

The American Quarter Horse Journal
Finally
by Tonya Ratliff-Garrison
The writer painted the picture with this article. The reader could relive the events while reading the article. It is a good, easy reading 
style article.

National Hog Farmer
Preparing for FMD
by Joe Vansickle
This is a good article. It is presented in a clear manner with a good use of subheads. The information is presented in an organized man-
ner. Photos are used well to illustrate the tabletop display. 

Drovers
Sleeping With the Enemy
by Holly Foster
This is a good article with a great headline to draw the readers’ interest, and the first paragraph keeps the reader interested. It is a great 
use of the informative sidebar.  

HONORABLE MENTION
Cutting Horse Chatter 
Newton honored by NCHA 
by Stacy Pigott

This is a good article and was enjoyable to read. It is creative and 
interesting. The writer included creative ways to paint the picture 
of the honored individual. It would be nice to include some more 
personal accomplishments not related to judging.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today  
Resist temptation
by Jim Dickrell

Concise, clear writing. There was no need, however, to demonize 
a national reporter by name based on an imaginary story. This 
weakens the intellectual strength of the message.,

CATEGORY 33: EDITORIAL

FIRST PLACE
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing  
We’re not raising cows
by Walt Cooley

By far the best in the category. The writer uses a personal experience 
to make a very powerful point, without overwriting. 

Gets to the point quickly and concisely. Headline could have been 
stronger.SECOND PLACE

High Plains Journal 
Grouped together like it or not
by Holly Martin

This was a generally strong category. The winners and several writers were able to convey their messages in a concise, readable 
fashion without hysteria, overstatement or vitriol. Others, however, were over the top.  As a rule, headlines for the editorials entered 
were weak and vague. They seemed to be almost an afterthought. A well-written piece with a poor headline is much less likely to catch 
the reader’s attention, so more thought and creativity should be given to the heads.

Kansas Stockman
Chuck Roll is the Next Value Frontier
by Chelsea Good
This is a very straightforward news story. It is an interesting and well organized article.

Kansas Stockman
Batista JBS Have Big Plans for Beef
by Todd Domer
This is a well organized story. Including reactions from ranchers and feeders present would add value to the reader. This would also 
help balance the story. 

High Plains Journal
Report Examines the Nutritional Value of Biodiesel byproducts
by Doug Rich
Alternative feed options is an interesting topic for the cattle rancher. It would be interesting to include more detail on cost and nutri-
tional comparison to traditional feed options to show what the benefit and value are compared to.
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Clean, forceful writing without hysteria. The headline could have much more compelling.

Drovers
We Must Demand Zero-tolerance Policy on Animal Abuse 
by Greg Henderson
Tight, focused writing…but perhaps a bit overstated. Intrigued by the allegations that H.S.U.S. was pushing “to end animal agricul-
ture,” I went online to research.  Perhaps that is the organization’s position, but I could find nothing indicating that.

BEEF magazine
Do the right thing
by Joe Roybal
Weak, generic headline that could go on almost any editorial. Writing is sound, but the call to action should be no deeper than the third 
paragraph. It’s not until the sixth paragraph that irradiation is suggested.

Drovers 
Buddy Can You Spare a Nickel for My Horse? 
by Greg Henderson
Perhaps the most clever headline of all the entries. The writer makes a creative connection between federal bailouts and the ban on 
horse slaughter. Could have gotten to the point more quickly.

Working Ranch magazine
Toppin’ Out 
by  Tom O’byrne, Dan Macklin, various photographers
Nice voice, but the slang and hyperbole is a bit overdone.  Enjoyed the short takes on different subjects. 

National Hog Farmer
Avoiding a Crash Landing 
by Dale Miller
The writer offers good advise in easily digestible form. The point of the editorial, however, was not made until the fifth paragraph. The 
narrative lead should have been shorter.

National Hog Farmer
‘Stick-to-itiveness’ Will Prevail 
by Dale Miller
Strong logic and optimism, yet with a strong sense of reality. Quotes from philosophers are generally lazy writing…especially for the 
lead.

Dairy Today/Farm Journal 
Is your dairy ready for a crisis? 
by Catherine Merlo
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CATEGORY 34: REGULAR COLUMN (REGULAR FEATURE, SAME AUTHOR)

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today/Farm Journal
Dairy Talk
by Jim Dickrell

Jim Dickrell’s columns were short and to the point. Excellent use 
of short quotes. Do the sources really talk like that or do they allow 
editing? Either way, good job. The columns are packed with data 
and figures, but escape being boring by a long shot. A good read that 
informs.

This category provided samples from writers at different levels of professional experience. The five writers had varying goals for his 
or her column and each did a good job of making the point or telling the story. The first and second place writers used a tighter, more 
closely edited writing style than the other writers. This gave their columns a snappy pace, which may help keep a reader’s attention in 
a world filled with tweeting and texting. Each writer managed to inject a conversational tone and a good bit of their personality into 
the columns.

Suzanne Bopp presents snappy, intelligently-written columns. A 
lot of useful information is packed on one page, with white space 
left over.  These columns are well-edited. There are few, if any, 
superfluous words. Professional and informative.

SECOND PLACE
Drovers 
Consumer column 
by Suzanne B. Bopp

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE 
Youth View
by Christy Couch Lee

Jennifer Shike’s “Youth View” columns achieve her goals to 
“educate and inspire”. The writing was fairly concise and the 
progression of points was logical.

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE 
Kick Your Feet Up 
by Kati Leslie 

The “Kick Your Feet Up” columns do a good job of introducing staff 
to readers. The writer uses a nice mix of quotes from the subject 
and the CEO. The background information on the subject helps the 
readers appreciate each staff member’s unique qualifications for the 
job he or she holds.

High Plains Journal
Critical situation for ranchers 
by Holly Martin
Two of the three columns clearly meet the writer’s goal of getting the reader to “do something they might not have….” Holly Martin 
provides practical instruction on what to do, when to take action and how to complete the task.

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
I’ll Do It Myself 
by Karen Knutsen
Good message, but the point could have been made more concisely.

High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
Beef breeders – be proactive 
by Jennifer Bremer
Too much technical detail for an editorial. What could have been a powerful, persuasive and personal story came across as dry and 
technical.
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CATEGORY 36: IN-DEPTH REPORTING (MULTIPLE ARTICLE SERIES)
This is a category where good, in-depth agricultural journalism stands out. Many of today’s print readers will not find this type of 
reporting on blogs and online media. From drought to weathering historic high-input costs, readers were well served by a host of solid 
entries. This aspect of agricultural journalism is true public service for the farming/ranching industry. 

BEEF magazine
Is Your Dewormer Working?
by Joe Roybal
This is a thorough study of an important subject. It is hard to pack so much information into a fairly short article, but the author has 
managed to do so.

CATEGORY 35: IN-DEPTH REPORTING (SINGLE ARTICLE)

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today/Farm Journal 
Awash in milk 
by Catherine Merlo

The lead grabs the reader’s attention and the rest of the article keeps 
hold of it. A sentence explaining what happens now to the surplus 
milk being produced would have been good, but that is a minor 
quibble. The headline is outstanding, saying cleverly in three words 
exactly what the article is about. Well done.

The entries in this category all showed great knowledge and understanding of the subject matter, backed by good source development. 
All were competently written, but some simply stood out from the rest. Lively writing should be a hallmark for every publication, 
even when the subject matter is dense and full of statistics and numbers. Those who understand this simply are the best.  

An interesting topic, agriculture in China is a massive subject, hard 
to explain in a relatively short article. The writer, however, has 
done a good job encapsulating the subject and is to be commended. 
One thing missing was an explanation of how China’s agriculture 
industry affects American farmers and ranchers.

SECOND PLACE
Farms.com Media  
The Dragon Emerges 
by JoAnn Alumbaugh, Gail Lombardino

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal 
Is the Sky Falling? 
by Christine Hamilton

This is an interesting and timely topic that could have used a 
stronger, clearer lead. The subject is covered in depth and with good 
organization and quotes.

BEEF magazine
Do Preconditioning Programs Pay?
by Burt Rutherford
This article packs a lot of information into a short space. A stronger lead and better transitions could have made this a 
winner.

High Plains Journal
Common Ground
by Jennifer M. Latzke
The writer provides three columns that link the readers into a sense of community thanks to her choice of subjects – com-
mon experiences.  The writer has a warm, conversational tone and provides a pleasant break from dismal headlines.
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Dairy Today
Focus On Cross Vents
by Jim Dickrell
The writer provided a lot of information and did a good job of fact gathering. Overall, this series was a great resource for your readers. 
Good, detailed information was provided with good layout.

BEEF magazine
Changing of the guard; Help is on the way
by Alaina Burt
Great use of many sources to set up the problem. Writing is tight and concise. Good series overall. The writing flows well and the 
producers interviewed were interesting and fit the problem identified.

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal
“Judge issues order stopping emergency CRP graz-
ing,” “Order that stopped CRP grazing continues 
to be a problem for officials, producers,” “National 
Wildlife Federation responds to criticism.” “Repre-
sentatives hear constituents’ CRP concerns,” “Pro-
ducers face tough decisions regarding CRP graz-
ing,” “Judge announces ruling on CRP acres,” “CRP 
acres complement native grass pastures, 
by Jennifer M. Latzke

Overall, this was great coverage of an important legal decision at 
a critical time for these cattle producers. Drought and a historic 
financial crisis made for trying times and this package of stories 
explained a dire situation. Best of all, this reporter and publication 
listened to its readers – a producer phone call led to an extensive 
search for facts and didn’t stop with the first story.

Great in-depth report on a critical issue in the beef industry. The 
writing was concise and got a hold of national/regional information 
in a complete way. This was a great package of information and 
stories. Layout also made for a fine visual experience. The producer 
profiles really made this series shine.

SECOND PLACE                   
Drovers  
Animal ID Update
 by Drovers staff 

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer 
Searching for Hidden Dollars
by Dale Miller

This series is loaded with timely strategies that producers can 
quickly implement in their operations. The articles were not loaded 
with technical, economist jargon, using terms that often make the 
readers frustrated and confused. Overall, this was a very informative 
series with great risk management information.

HONORABLE MENTION
American Farriers Journal  
SORING 
by Frank Lessiter

This was a great issue exposed here in a series of articles. The 
choice of good photos helped illustrate the series and give the reader 
an up-close look. This was a great series and good job of raising 
awareness. The writer did a good job of explaining the issue that 
those outside the equine industry could quickly grasp and put into 
context

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer  
Illinois Producers Ponder Future Veteri-
nary Practice, A Strong Influence, and 
Manure Value Grows As Fertilizer Costs 
Rise 
by Joe Vansickle

The writer did a great job of bringing producers into the story as 
well as experts. This was a very timely topic as 2008 was a tough, 
costly year for producers. What made this entry shine was a nice 
blend of profiling farms/companies, getting their views. Readers 
should certainly appreciate this effort. Good choice of art as well.

CATEGORY 37: COMMENTARY OR ESSAY ARTICLE
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CATEGORY 37: COMMENTARY OR ESSAY ARTICLE

FIRST PLACE
Certified Angus Beef, LLC  
Proving beef’s worth 
by Miranda Reiman 

Great article that was very easily read and understood by the reader. 
The article was very engaging. It was also very informative to the 
reader. The only change would be the presentation of the article. It 
would have been more comparable to other entries in the category if 
presented in a print media form, if available

The article was well organized and easily understood. The length of 
the article and remarks were appropriate for the focus of the article. 
The article’s flow made it an easy read. The article had a clear and 
concise layout; however, for a reader lacking knowledge in the 
industry it would be more difficult to follow.
 

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine  
No I expect you to die
 by  Joe Roybal

Overall, the writers did an excellent job of communicating their objectives through their articles. The majority of the articles had 
very clear and concise thoughts. This was a plus for the reader. There were two different types of articles observed — articles with a 
personal connection or with a direct relation to the industry. Both article types and styles were enjoyed by the reader and well received.
 

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal 
The addiction begins 
by Holly Martin

The article was clear and concise which made it easy to read and 
understand. The personal connection to the article made it even more 
enjoyable and allowed the reader to connect to the writer. However, 
some of the analogies used, while very creative, might be difficult 
for various readers to follow or understand.

National Hog Farmer
Vaccines’ Payback in Pounds; Small Differences in Circovirus Vaccines and More to Learn 
About Porcine Circovirus
by Joe Vansickle
The writer gets straight to the point and begins explaining the research/findings. Research data is always difficult to translate into lay 
terms. Interesting information here that many readers surely appreciated.

Hereford World 
Master Marketing
by Sara Gugelmeyer
Nice use of words and blending in many producer perspectives! Overall, good information and good depth. A producer will have read 
this series learning something. 

Farms.com Media for Pfizer Animal Health and Cargill
Develop Your Workforce
by JoAnn Alumbaugh
Good job of getting lots of information and facts assembled. Good sources used in series. Good, generic series with some helpful strat-
egies that will make a business succeed.

High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal 
New genetic defect affects Angus cattle; Shorthorn mutation was beginning of current ge-
netic research; Angus breeders’ cooperation means test is near; Main Anjou breeders manage 
oldest genetic mutation; Proper testing procedures get accurate results  
by Jennifer Bremer
Lots of scientific  terms to translate here. Good detail and description. Good coverage and service to readers, educating them about an 
important genetic problem affecting cattle producers
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HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal  
Critical situation for ranchers
by Holly Martin

The article was clear and concise. It was easily read by the reader. 
While the article was well written and well presented, the reader felt 
the author should have used fewer questions. While the questions 
did engage thinking, more factual points should have been made.
 

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine  
Think Twice Before Building
 by Steve Kay

It was a good, well-structured article with clear subtitles. The article 
was also very informative to the reader. One concern for the reader 
was the length of the article. It was a bit lengthy for a quick read, but 
again, very informative.

National Hog Farmer
Political Hangover 
by Dale Miller
It was difficult to grasp the focus of the article based on the opening remarks. The appearance and layout of the article were neat. The 
end remarks were more enjoyed by the reader than the preceding remarks. To better improve the article, the focus should have been 
better established in the beginning.

 
Seedstock EDGE 
Real-life heroes
by Darrell Anderson
The article was well presented and had a nice appearance to the layout. The reader could easily enjoy the comparison between Dungy 
and heroes in the swine industry. However, the article could have been improved by focusing more on the real-life heroes of the swine 
industry.

 High Plains Journal
 Greener pastures
 by Jennifer M. Latzke 
The thoughts presented in the article were creative and had a personal touch. The objective of the article was met. However, the article 
could be improved by shortening sentences. The length of the sentences made it difficult to follow at times.
 
High Plains Journal
Show thanks for our ‘treasures
by Jennifer M. Latzke
The objective of thanking agriculturalists was well received and enjoyed. The thoughts were creative. However, the article wasn’t as 
concise or easily read as others in the category.

CATEGORY 38: HUMOR WRITING

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal  
Single life in farm country
 by Jennifer M. Latzke  

The writer uses some clever turns of phrase to personalize a very 
real problem in rural America: how to meet that someone special. A 
bit overwritten.

CATEGORY 39: MISCELLANEOUS WRITING
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DESIGN DIVISION
CATEGORY 40: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE

In general a very nice category that shows the diversity and depth of designs available in the livestock industry. Designs ranged from 
very traditional, to catchy western styles, to contemporary designs that you might see inside mainstream media outlets. 

Angus Journal
Hauling Along 
by Mathew Elliott
Good, in-depth coverage of a product spotlight; however, it was a little over the top with recognizing brand names vs. product type.  It 
didn’t keep my interest all the way through; felt it could have been a little shorter in length and still accomplished the spotlight appeal. 
Nice paragraph transitions. 

Dairy Today
Laugh out loud at Expo 
by Catherine Merlo
Fun topic to write about and something unique for Expo. Loved the example of one of Leigh’s cartoons and would have liked to see 
more. Suggestions are to give more background on Leigh, how he develops his ideas and where he credits his creativity.  This might 
add more clout to his expertise and interest to the story.  The last sentence on the bottom of the first page is not completed at the top of 
the second. 

CATEGORY 39: MISCELLANEOUS WRITING

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
The Green Age
by Crystal Albers

Excellent story content based on relevance of current issues in the 
news.  You mention an intriguing topic to ponder for the future and 
how proactive participants will reap the benefit of being the early 
adopters. Good use of sub headings and natural flow of information. 
Consider expanding article to include a more rounded geographic 
perspective of producers, as well as from a global view.  

These stories varied in all sense of the word “miscellaneous.” Overall, they were well written and appropriate for each intended 
audience.  

An entertaining story from start to finish; an appropriate length for 
an easy read.  A pull quote would add a nice touch and more depth to 
the objective. Noticed a few AP style errors and further clarification 
might be needed for a first timer reading about “the good laugh.” 
Was it because they were sheep, their size, the fact that they were at 
a “cattle” auction? Overall, an appealing story with good language. 

HONORABLE MENTION 
Working Ranch magazine
Riding Point 
by Drew Lawler 

FIRST PLACE
California Cattleman
68th Red Bluff Bull and Gelding Sale 
by Kelli Toledo, Digital Photo Fast

Very nice photos along with a catchy headline. The vibrant photos 
and use of interesting fonts is what sets this design apart from the 
others. The photos appear a little soft but overall an excellent design 
that conveys the western heritage and tradition of the Red Bluff Bull 
Sale in a very professional and artistic way.
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The artwork and creativity is what puts this design in the winners 
circle. A little more detailed explanation of the headline would be 
good. The two different “Rs” were confusing with one supposed to 
mean “our” and the other supposed to mean “are”. If there wasn’t 
an explanation of this headline on the entry it would have been hard 
to figure out what it was supposed to mean. However, it was a very 
dominating ad that no doubt catches the reader’s attention. 

SECOND PLACE
Trailhead Designs 
Ray-Mar Ranches Range-Tested Bulls 
by Kelli Toledo

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman  
Dinuba Bull and Horse Sale
by Kelli Toledo

The wanted sign concept is a bit overused, however this one does 
a nice job of adding three visually appealing photos at the bottom 
of the ad to catch the reader’s eye and create interest. The overall 
message of this ad seems to be to attract consignors for the bull sale 
— not sure that is visible enough. Maybe make that area of the ad 
bigger or add something to put more emphasis on that. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Kansas Stockman
Lyons Angus Ranch 
by Tammy Houk 

This is an ad that doesn’t really jump out in any particular way, but 
it is well executed and has all the right pieces. It’s hard to find a flaw 
in this ad. The main photo at the top of the bulls is great. Tighter 
cropping on the bulls so there isn’t as much sky and grass, especially 
considering you have plenty of space between the three bulls to 
make the actual animal bigger in size, is suggested. The text in the 
EPD boxes was a little small and hard to read. Overall great design, 
great headline and excellent layout that is clean and easy to read.

EDJE Technologies
Jorgensen’s Annual Summer Sensation
by Erin Larsen
The bold color and large dominant photo of the Alias steer are nice. The artwork lacks creativity and the calf photos should be bigger. 
Don’t cut off the showman’s head in the winners photos. Also check the spelling of sire names.  The captions are very difficult to read. 

Hereford World,  

Debter’s 36th Annual Sale
by Bruce Huxol and Sean Jersett
. An excellent photo combined with large bold and easy to read headlines. Try to reduce the number of competing colors you have in 
the design. You used black, burgundy, blue, red, and white text. The red and burgundy could have been combined and the blue could 
be eliminated entirely. The contact text at the bottom could be black. That would leave you with three text colors instead of five. Over-
all a classic design that would appeal to all readers. 

Trailhead Designs 
California Angus Days Sale
by Kelli Toledo
A cute font and a catchy design! A photo of an actual animal would be nice. Add a different color somewhere on the ad to add some 
interest and draw attention to the key points, such as maybe the event name or selling 35 top show heifers. But overall a very cool 
design that no doubt added interest to the California Angus Days event.
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CATEGORY 41: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM

FIRST PLACE
EDJE Technologies
2008 National Junior Limousin Show 
Program IFC 
by Shari Holloway

The photo was very eye catching and the use of type to bring 
attention to the word youth was appealing. There should have been 
more of an emphasis on the congratulations, as that was the main 
point of the ad.

The ad had a very crisp and clean design. If the photo of the bull had 
been larger, it would have made more of an impact. The bull and the 
golf ball were competing for space on the page.

SECOND PLACE
Angus Productions Inc. 
Titlelist – The Professional’s Choice
by Mike Bush

This category offered lots of variety and creativity. There was excellent use of photography and type, as well as interesting and eye-
catching graphics.

HONORABLE MENTION
Holstein World/Dairy Business 
Communications  
Image 
by Mike Hudson

Good use of a strong photo that really makes a statement. A visually 
appealing ad that really got the message across.

HONORABLE MENTION
Ohio Cattleman’s Association
Campbellco 
by Jamie King  

The use of the fireworks background and the visual tie to the word 
blast was appealing. There was a lot of information on this ad and 
the congratulations for Kayla tended to get lost in the other copy.
       

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
GG at Arethusa
by Mike Hudson
This very contemporary design could pass for an ad you see in Cosmo magazine! It’s simple but effective and conveys a very high-end 
message, which seems to be the focus of this event. Provide some type of explanation of what this event is — Is it a sale or a show? 
What breed? What species? What is Arethusa? Is that an individual farm or an event center?

AgTown Technologies
Circle A-Isn’t It Time You Were Paid More?
by AgTown Technologies
This ad has a powerful message that is very timely for today’s economy. Overall the color seems a little dull. The text is very predict-
able and traditional. Provide some “wow” factor somewhere in the ad to catch the eye…maybe using the headline box in red instead 
of black? The black box at the top blends in too much with the black animal in the photo. Whoever wrote this ad copy obviously knew 
what they were doing, it’s concise and to the point and would appeal to many potential bull buyers. 
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CATEGORY 42: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK 
SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.

FIRST PLACE
PIC 
The Best Solution for Rising Feed Costs 
by Vertis Creative

The winners in this category showed originality and unexpected layouts, along with exceptional execution. Impressive top three in this 
category. There were eleven entries in this category, but the quality seemed to sharply drop off after the top three. As a whole, entries 
in this group lacked creativity in font choices, layout, and artwork.

This piece is an easy winner in this category. The interesting usage 
of space along with minimal, but quite effective graphics helps 
create a memorable design. Excellent attention to detail was shown, 
as evidenced by the perfect execution, font usage, and sharp cutouts. 
Outstanding work.

California Cattleman
Pedretti Line 1 Dominos
by Kelli Toledo, Mark Holt, Pedretti Ranches
The photo of the cow and calf was appealing. However, there was too much shadowing of the type on the page.
             
Tri-State Livestock News
Swenson Cattle Co
by Sharla Boyd-Hayford
The overall concept of the ad was good. More contrast between the black cows and purple type, as well as use of white space, would 
have made more of an impact.

Filament Marketing LLC
April-Day “Sangria” Ad
by D-Zine COMPANY
Clever use of animals’ photos as wine bottle labels. The pitcher of fruit and the photo of the heifer weren’t in proper proportion and the 
blue bar seemed out of place. The ad lacked balance.
             
Hereford World
Make your mark with…
by Bruce Huxol and Sean Jersett
The photo of the bull looks like it was stuck on the page as an afterthought.

             
Charolais Journal
Diamonds in the Rough
by Molly Mader
The photos needed more pop. They tended to blend into the background. Over use of capitalization.

HONORABLE MENTION
Filament Marketing LLC  
April-Day Ad …A Great Vintage of Wine 
by D-Zine Company

The overall theme of the ad and the incorporation of the cattle’s 
names with the graphics were good. However, there were too many 
graphics competing on the page. If the wine bottles had occupied 
less space on the page, the photos of the animals could have been 
bigger, which was the focus of the ad.
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CATEGORY 42: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK 
SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.

J3 Group Inc. 
Grow as Big as Texas – Full Page
by staff
The standout photo of the deer is the eye-catcher of the ad, and the headline is a nice match with the photo. The font usage was a bit 
predictable, and the headline could have benefited from some additional distinctive treatment in addition to the drop shadow. The art-
work seems primitive. 
             
J3 Group Inc.
State Fair of Texas Honors Award Banquet – Sponsor Ad for Dairy MAX
by staff
The brightly colored rosette with the Dairy MAX artwork in the center is a nice focal point. The headline is too expected and unorigi-
nal. The background looks like clipart and does not pair well with the rosette. The fonts chosen show little imagination. Still, simplicity 
is the saving grace of this ad. The restraint shown by the designer keeps this ad from becoming too cutesy.
             
California Cattleman
101 Livestock Market
by Kelli Toledo
The nice photo of the calf paired with the ear tag showing the company’s logo is the best part of the ad. The placement of everything is 
just too predictable. Having everything centered down the page shows little imagination. However, what is nice is that the fonts are nice 
choices.
             
J3 Group Inc. 
3-A-Day of Dairy – The Newest Player on America’s Team
by staff
The photo of the football players in the huddle is an eye-catcher. However, the fonts and supporting artwork is unimpressive. The head-
line is lost. Also, the point of the piece is questionable. A summary statement at the end of the paragraph, such as “and that’s why the 
Dallas Cowboys players drink milk,” would have made the point more clear.

             

The sharp contrast of the black/white/red color scheme combined 
with the cutouts of the cattle in the “o’s” of location makes this ad 
memorable. Diversity in font choice, possibly using a serif font in 
addition to the common font used throughout the ad, would have 
made this more competitive. This is a lot of nit-picking on a very 
good piece. The winner in this category was just an exceptional 
piece that you had to compete against.

SECOND PLACE
Filament Marketing
LLC  Trans Ova Genetics’ Location Print Ad 
by Distillery Design Studio

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group
LLC  Dairy Christmas Ad 
by staff

The standout photo of the deer is the eye-catcher of the ad, and 
the headline is a nice match with the photo. The font usage was a 
bit predictable, and the headline could have benefited from some 
additional distinctive treatment in addition to the drop shadow. The 
artwork seems primitive. 
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J3 Group Inc. 
Your Expert Seed – Full Page
by staff
The photo could benefit from some color correction. The grassy clipart used throughout the ad cheapens the design. The text seems 
very plain. 

California Cattleman 
Triangle T Ranch
by Kelli Toledo
The photos are very nice. Having everything centered down the page is not the most design-forward layout. The headline needs some 
work in making it stand out more from the rest of the text. The fonts show little diversity and the ad bordered on too much copy. The 
photos were puzzled together in a very attractive way.

             
J3 Group Inc. 
State Fair of Texas
by staff
The collage of photos at the top is nice, and the less-predictable addition of blue as the accent color to the tan is a real winner. But, the 
fonts are simply too basic. The arching of the headline, “Over $1,000,000 Paid…” seems very primitive. Attention should be paid to 
details: at the bottom of the ad, the four photos are not evenly lined up, as the first photo is slightly higher than the others. 
             
AgTown Technologies
Vitalix – Equine Developer
by AgTown Technologies
The tub photo, along with the headline of “get the tub!” is a standout. Need to show more diversity and creativity in font choices, and 
the feathering of the horse head looks too basic. 

CATEGORY 43: 4-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD

FIRST PLACE
Trailhead Designs 
California Angus Days Sale 
by Kelli Toledo

The creativity of this ad makes it the clear cut winner. There is a 
little too much white space and the headline could have been a little 
bigger to balance out the space. But, overall, a very catchy design. 
The use of the different clipart graphics for new friends, awards, and 
prize money were very cool. 

The colors and layout of this ad are very well chosen. The photos 
could have been larger, with more emphasis on the photos instead 
of the supporting frog artwork. For an animal to win Kansas City, 
Louisville, and Denver is a very big accomplishment and therefore 
the photos could have been larger, or have a caption beneath each 
photo at least explaining the shows and awards this animal won. 
Nice choice of fonts and color variation to build interest. 

SECOND PLACE
Ohio Cattlemen’s Association  
North Coast Cattle Co.  
by Jamie King

With only six entries in this category, most of the designs were very basic. The winner had a clear advantage in creativity and 
professionalism. Most ads did a reasonable job of completing the fundamental “story board” fact/ elements needed to convey all the 
necessary information or at least give sources for additional information. The presswork was in registration with one exception.
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CATEGORY 43: 4-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD

O’Hayes Farms
by Jamie King
A very eye-catching ad that uses vibrant colors with enough contrast on the fonts to really stick out. The headline of using the farm 
name is pretty standard, but the interesting font does make it stick out. Tighten up your line spacing on the captions with two lines. 
Overall nice layout, nice colors, clear message and good call to action. 

EDJE Technologies
SULL King James
by Hayley Carroway and Karen Huffman
The crown photo in the background attracts your attention, however this ad has poor layout, alignment, typography and punctuation.  
There isn’t a single period on any of the sentences in this ad. The drop shadows on the text are too large and distracting. The center 
alignment just doesn’t work. The drop shadow on the bull photo is nice. 

California Cattleman 
101 Livestock Market
by Kelli Toledo
The photo used as the background has a nice scenic effect, but the cow and calf really don’t stand out as superior animals.  Overall the 
ad is very simple but doesn’t really have any elements that make it capture your attention. The cow logo at the top may be one that is 
readily recognizable to this magazine’s audience, but not to all. An explanation of what this business name actually is would be good. 
A location of the sale would be nice including a city and state. The phone number at the bottom could be bigger, since the reader has to 
call it to find out where the sale is held. 

FIRST PLACE 
Kansas Stockman  
Dalebanks Angus 
by Tammy Houk, Matt Perrier 

CATEGORY 44: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, 
FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE

The advertisement captures our attention and does an excellent job 
of conveying the advertiser’s message. It is rare to see an ad like this 
without pictures but it works with the absence of something we rely 
on so heavily. Great job!

Two-color advertisements present design challenges from the beginning. In a business that is very advertising heavy, a two-color ad 
must combine the very best of the basic design elements in an effort to be successful.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association 
Royer Farms
by Jamie King
Clear information in a colorful but standard layout.  More creative fonts or more effects on the fonts to make the copy font stand out 
more are recommended. Or, perhaps a white box behind the ad copy, because the orange and black is somewhat difficult to read. 

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
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We agree with the designer’s objective regarding the use of duotone. 
The photo itself works well. We suggest bringing more contrast to 
the type. There are too many “headline” fonts. A more eye-appealing 
font could have been used in the piece. Focus on creating more 
contrast by using some duotone contrast in the type as is used in the 
photo.

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman
2008 California Hereford Classic Sale
by Kelli Toledo, Logan Ipsen

CATEGORY 45: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, 
FULL-PAGE AD FOR RANCH OR FARM

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman
Arellano Bravo Angus Production Sale 
by Kelli Toledo, John Dickinson

Nice use of the picture of a “wrangler” (cowboy) in the upper right 
to provide an illustration to Wrangler. Drop shadows around the 
photos break them away from the background. It is a little difficult 
to make out the entire background photos, especially in the lower 
left. It looks like a spur, but it’s difficult to determine, especially 
with the text and photo placement in that corner. Nice texture on the 
rest of the background. Font choice for the ad’s headline provides 
consistency with other major text on the ad. It seemed a little “logo-
heavy” at the bottom. Bar IV Livestock text is a little difficult to 
read against the same-colored background. Nice diagonal layout 
(from upper right to lower left) with the photos in the background.

CATEGORY 46: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR 
A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Productions Inc.
National Western Angus Bull Sale
by Monica Ford

The design works. The quality of photos is not the greatest. The 
busyness of the photo content detracts rather than compliments the 
design. If you have a two-color ad that includes photos, the photos 
have to carry their weight in the design scheme, which we feel it 
fails to accomplish.

CATEGORY 47: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD 
FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE

FIRST PLACE
Filament Marketing LLC 
“Until…” Print Advertisement Distillery 
by Design Studio

The reader is called to read the headline automatically. The 
simplicity of type selection and balance of black and white makes 
it difficult to pass up in any magazine. The single use of color is an 
excellent strategy. Well done!

CATEGORY 48: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD 
FOR A RANCH OR FARM

No entries 

CATEGORY 49: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD 
FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
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CATEGORY 50: 1-COLOR, FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD

FIRST PLACE
J3 Group Inc.
June Dairy Month Ad
by staff

The message is clearly portrayed with this simple, easy-to-read 
design. The design could be improved by changing the font selection 
for “Our Passion.” Very good use of black-and-white. The design 
creates a very eye-appealing contrast. Great piece!

The elementary feel this ad creates is very well illustrated by the 
font selection and simplicity of the art used. By eliminating type in 
the lower half of the ad it will become less difficult and cumbersome 
to read. Any time a designer selects a specialty font, there is inherent 
risk and reward. In this case, the font choice is very rewarding.

SECOND PLACE
Trailhead Designs 
California Angus Days
 by Kelli Toledo

This category includes two good black-and-white concepts. Given all design technologies, opportunity to use color and mask design 
inefficiencies, good black-and-white designs separate the very best designers from the rest. 

CATEGORY 51: 1-COLOR LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
Unfortunately, few advertisers realize the need to eliminate copy from small advertisements. Consequently, as designers, we are faced 
with the challenge of making all the copy from full-page ads fit partial-page ads. The designers in this category do a great job of 
accomplishing this difficult task.

HONORABLE MENTION
Trailhead Designs  
Ray-Mar Ranches Testimonial
by Kelli Toledo

The advertisement has many good elements tied into the design. 
There is too much type and it is too small. The testimonial needs 
editing. While all of the elements have a place, the extra long 
testimonial overloads the reader. If the testimonial is the most 
relevant part of the ad, we feel the other type needs to be eliminated.

Kansas Stockman
Sandhill Farms Bull Sale 
by Tammy Houk
This ad is representative of many, many pages of livestock advertisements in every breed publication. Too much type and the absence 
of type management (tracking, etc.) leave the advertisement with no starting or stopping point.

CATEGORY 49: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD 
FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.

No entries 
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CATEGORY 52: LIVESTOCK ADVERTISER CAMPAIGN
This category is an excellent example of the agencies and design teams understanding the difficult task of creating brand identity for 
a client. For so many years, we talked the talk, but some where along the way, lost our focus. As agencies and designers, our attempts 
to create brand equity or an identity moved in a circle rather than a clear direction. This year’s entries are impressive and illustrate an 
important connection between the client, the design team and the product. All entries are to be commended.

FIRST PLACE
Filament Marketing LLC 
Bovance “One Of A Kind” Advertising Series 
by Distillery Design Studio

This is a fresh, clean and contemporary campaign with a strong 
impact. The designer has done an excellent job of building 
consistency, while creating subtle differences in both design 
and content. This campaign will clearly stand out, regardless of 
publication. This is a refreshing injection into our industry.

This campaign has an excellent combination of a compelling 
headline, good color selection and simple graphic design and layout. 
It also is very consistent and easy to read. This is an effective 
campaign strategy for this size of ad.

SECOND PLACE
Martin | Williams Advertising 
Pfizer Animal Health Reproductives 
Fractional Ad Campaign 
by Steve Aldrich, Luke Oeth, Burke Johnson  

HONORABLE MENTION
Filament Marketing LLC  
Land O’Lakes Purina Feed “Bragging 
Rights” Advertising Series
by Distillery Design Studio

Simplicity makes this campaign work. This campaign is a textbook 
example of “simple is better.” Minimal copy, lots of white space and 
an interesting headline make the reader want to engage in these ads.

FIRST PLACE
Ohio Cattleman’s Association
Kings-Way Angus 
by Jamie King

The concept of the design is very creative but it becomes congested 
for a less-than-one-page ad. The overuse of texture is distracting and 
negatively changes the objective of the piece. The need for white 
space may allow the piece to become less distractive. Pay close 
attention to the type running over a design element unintentionally. 
Overall, a great concept

This advertisement brings a basic design that contains minimal 
type but portrays the objective well. The ad could contain more 
contrast, which would avoid having so much gray on the piece. The 
advertisement is easy to read and does a good job of communicating 
all relevant information about the sale.

SECOND PLACE
Ohio Cattleman’s Association
Somerset Co. Club Calf Sale 
by Jamie King

Angus Productions Inc. 
Missouri Angus Tour 
by Monica Ford
Lighter grays or white space would have enhanced the ad and created more eye-appeal. The misuses of specialty fonts in the text of 
the advertisement make it difficult to read.
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CATEGORY 53:  LIVESTOCK AD HEADLINE
We would have liked to have seen more entries in this category with the large amount of advertising in our industry. We would 
challenge copy writers to think outside the box and designers to put a lot of thought in how they illustrate headlines

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group Inc. 
Our Land-Our Cows-Our Passion 
by staff

This campaign has all the elements of a successful campaign with 
the excellent photography, clear layout and moderate use of text. 
This sets the stage for an engaging campaign. This campaign could 
be improved on how the warm tones of the overall ads tend to get 
“heavy.” It needs some white space. The flow becomes confusing 
due to the heavy weight of “Our Passion.” The reader’s eye is drawn 
to the end of the ad too quickly.

Charolais Journal
The Carcass Cattle Company 
by Mark Ringenberg
Individually, these are three good ads. However, as a campaign, they are not competitive in a very tough category. This campaign 
could be improved upon by being more consistent in design from ad to ad. They should illustrate some kind of clear campaign direc-
tion.

The Brahman Journal
Partin & Partin Heart Bar Ranch Ad Campaign
by Victoria Lambert, Emily Otto, Mandy Chambers, Steven Kahla
When this campaign is viewed as individual ads, there is much to like. When viewed as a campaign, there are too many design incon-
sistencies. The photography is excellent and the copywriting is good. 

AgTown Technologies
Ankony – The Legend Continues
by AgTown Technologies staff
As individual pieces, the designer is to be commended. While there are consistencies among all the pieces, we do not get the feeling of 
any clear campaign direction. There is much to like about the layout and design of each piece individually.

Trailhead Designs (Service Member)
Ray-Mar Ranches Advertising Campaign 
by Kelli Toledo
The basic design of the individual ads is to be complimented. This campaign is too inconsistent from ad to ad to be considered a cam-
paign.

Angus Productions Inc.
API Special Services Campaign 
by Bradley Redmond
As a group these ads communicate a consistent message, which is a good concept. The four ads communicate the stated objective. 
This was a tough category to be competitive in.
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HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
Ankony – The Gold Standard
by AgTown Technologies staff

The design is clean and symmetrical but that in itself does not make 
it a good piece. It does, however, make the ad easy to read and 
allows for the message to come across clear. The photography in the 
piece is good. Design could be improved by being less traditional.

CATEGORY 54: MULTIPLE PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
The advertisements that placed in this category were excellent examples of adequate space, good photography, minimal type and a 
clear message.

FIRST PLACE
Holstein World/Dairy Business 
Communications
Can You See Me Yet? 
by Mike Hudson

The three-page layout of the design gives enough space to visually 
play out the message extremely well. The warm tones used 
throughout the piece were a very good choice. For us, the simplicity 
of the advertisement makes the piece very elegant. It is a very good 
advertisement that would stand out in any publication.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
Going out with a Blast 
by Jamie King
Not a real creative headline. Background photo helps illustrate headline. Font is easy to read.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
Fine Tune Your Show Feed Program
by Jamie King
The headline met its objective. We would have liked to have seen better use of typography and color. Fundamental typography tech-
niques could have been better used.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
TRIPLE CROWN
by Jamie King
The headline asks the reader to make several assumptions about the product the headline is based on. Not a real strong 
headline.

FIRST PLACE
EDJE Technologies 
Fall Herd Sire Issue 
by Shari Holloway, Cherie Carrabba

This ad has a very creative headline, with a clear message. Copy 
ties in well with the headline. Watch the font use for “The Girls” for 
readability. Good use of a photo to illustrate the headline.

The headline meets the objective of stopping the reader. The design 
contained a very creative use of graphics and text. The third line, R 
bulls R, was hard for the judges to decipher. Ad is very clean.

SECOND PLACE
Trailhead Designs 
Ray-Mar Ranches Range-Tested Bulls 
by Kelli Toledo
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FIRST PLACE
PIC 
Sireline Logo
 by Vertis Creative

CATEGORY 55: LOGO DESIGN 

PIC takes the prize with the simplicity and attention to detail of their 
logo. We feel simplicity of the design gives the logo longevity. The 
attention to detail is very well executed. The designer obviously 
has excellent Photoshop skills and can translate the fine art designs 
extremely well. While this logo may appear simple, it does a great 
job of achieving its objective – to create a professional logo for PIC 
Sireline products.

In this category, there was an obvious difference in quality of designs from top to bottom. The winners were clearly representative of 
outstanding design and appropriate use of topography. Each entry did an excellent job of stating its overall objective.

Angus Productions Inc.
Just A Sample – Akers Farm
by Monica Ford
We feel one large photo does not make a good advertisement. Because the designer chose to use a very large photo, type placement 

The logo does an excellent job of using difficult typography to set 
the stage of youthfulness. The logo is fun and memorable. The 
concern we have with this logo is how the design complexity will be 
seen when reduced in size. The design would need to be simplified 
to maintain the integrity. It does a great job of setting the stage for a 
national event.

SECOND PLACE
Seedstock EDGE 
Lazy Days & Disco Nights 
by Christy Couch Lee

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE
NJSA Boot Camp
by Christy Couch Lee

Your objective of creating a fun logo for the inaugural boot camp 
for young members was achieved. It illustrates the boot camp 
mentality very well. The colors fit very well with the context of the 
logo. The typeface portrays the boot camp image but legibility is a 
factor. Consider using the same font as the date on NJSA to improve 
legibility.

HONORABLE MENTION
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing  
Progressive Dairyman Proud to Dairy 
by Walt Cooley

The theme is illustrated well, but it is unclear what the product is. If 
the ultimate goal is to promote the website, the logo alone doesn’t 
clearly indicate that. The design is very basic and traditional. We 
believe the logo could stand-alone better if it was pulled away from 
the black background.

EDJE Technologies
Jenkins Ranche 
by Ammie Archibald
Overall, you can appreciate the simplicity of the design, but we feel there is a difference in simplicity and sub-par design. We feel the 
logo could have been built by anyone. The colors are too dark and the typography lacks luster.

Bella Spur Innovation Media Inc.
Canadian Limousin 
by Jamie-Rae Pittman
The design is very traditional and is reflective of what is seen in livestock publications celebrating milestones. The design of the logo 
is lost in the crowd of other entries.
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Seedstock EDGE 
Stand Proud in the Lone Star State
by Christy Couch Lee
This logo combined all the right elements, but it is a very simple and basic design. It might easily get lost in the overall comprehensive 
design scheme. We felt it works great for a short-term logo but is not very memorable. 

Seedstock EDGE
NSR Fall Classic
by Christy Couch Lee
The objective of the logo is unclear. With no more information than we were given, the logo has no longevity. The logo seems to have 
been developed on a short timeline.

Charolais Journal
Charolais Journal National Show & Sale
by Mark Ringenberg
The type selection used in the logo is good. We feel there needs to be more color and interest brought into the design. 
While the logo brings about a basic design we feel creativity could have been incorporated.

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo “Bowlegged H” magazine
2009 Show logo
by Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
The logo is easy to read and we feel the color connection used in the logo is very good. The background texture is distracting, espe-
cially at a smaller size. We suggest screening back the logo to a low percentage to improve legibility.

Hereford World
Sean Jersett 
by Pride Logo
We feel the stated objective is met but the logo lacks creativity and color appeal. The knocked out type on the sticker makes the logo 
difficult to use in many settings.

AgTown Technologies
Show Girls
by AgTown Technologies staff
Is a very eye-appealing logo that appeals to young girls very well. It meets the objective with great color and femininity. We feel be-
cause of the type used in the logo, it has to be used at a large size to maintain integrity.

J3 Group Inc.
June Dairy Month
by staff
The colors definitely bring about a sense of pride. While there is no stated objective, the design seems very basic. The font choices and 
overall design needs more eye appeal.
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CATEGORY 57: LIVESTOCK AD ILLUSTRATION

CATEGORY 58: BROCHURES, FLYERS AND DIRECT-MAIL PIECES

FIRST PLACE
Filament MarketingLLC
Bovance Genetic Preservation Mailer 
by Distillery Design Studio

What jumped out at us were the effective use of white space and the 
good use of yellow and typography. You have done a good job of 
branding this stand-alone product. We would have liked to have seen 
higher resolution photography to better accommodate enlargements.

This category was very difficult to judge due to the diversity of the pieces. Each piece had very different objectives, resulting in a 
multitude of designs, content and formats. Overall, there was a selection of pieces that rose to the top for their uniqueness. 

CATEGORY 56: LIVESTOCK AD PHOTO
We were disappointed in the lack of entries for this category. We work in such beautiful environments in this industry that would be 
conducive for strong entries in this category. We hope to see more next year.

HONORABLE MENTION
Trailhead Designs (Service Member)  
California Angus Breeders Bull Sales 
by Kelli Toledo

The quality of the photo proves itself because it enlarged well. The 
design could be improved by making a better connection to your tag 
line.

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman 
101 Livestock Market 
by Kelli Toledo

We thought the child used in the photo was very cute. We would 
have liked a stronger connection between the ad and photo. It might 
have been nice to have a cattle shot instead of the child. This piece 
would have been more effective if used as an ad rather than with the 
calendar.

No Entries 

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
All Breed Access Brood Cow Contest
by Lynnette Wright
The creativity of bringing the color pattern of cows into the logo was very clever. The type at the bottom of the logo is overpowered by other 
elements and is difficult to read against the textured background. There are some complimentary design elements, but as a stand-alone logo it 
falls short.
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by Distillery Design Studio
This is a very creative piece with beautiful use of color and photography. It is also very easy to read. It could be improved with a much 
stronger cover in terms of design, font and color. The functionality of the piece is somewhat unclear.

Filament Marketing LLC
Trans Ova Genetics Location Mailer
by Distillery Design Studio
This mailer had a good call to action, with clever copy. You might be careful with the use of circles. We liked the use of paper stock, 
and the business reply card is user-friendly.

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo “Bowlegged H” magazine
2009 Purpose Brochure (produced Fall ’08)
by Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
The die-cut is the most noteworthy aspect of this design. It is colorful and categorized well. You could carry the logo throughout the 
piece, and use more durable paper stock. We would like less copy and letter typography.

Filament Marketing LLC
Bovance Detailer
by Distillery Design Studio
We like that this piece is concise. We like the tear-off business reply card. This design could be improved with slightly higher quality 
photos.

Filament Marketing LLC
Land O’Lakes Purina Feed “My calves are bigger…” Brochure

This piece grabbed us for its overall design and paper quality. The 
envelope was an elegant touch. You did a nice job of carrying the 
historical theme throughout the piece. There also was a good call to 
action with the response card. Ideally, we would have liked to have 
seen larger typography, but we take into consideration the working 
size of the piece.

SECOND PLACE
J3 Group LLC  
Back the Brand Invitation 
by staff 

HONORABLE MENTION
API Creative Media
API Creative Media 
by Crystal Young 

The photography is the strongest component of the piece, with 
creativity expressed through this element. You have done beautiful 
work in this area. We feel the reader has to search a bit for the 
purpose of this piece, which may have been helped through clearer 
copy.

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies  
Colorado Premium Pocket Folder & 
Flyers 
by AgTown Technologies staff

This is a very thorough, comprehensive piece. Overall, we felt it was 
effective in meeting its objective. You had a nice use of tiered sheets 
to sort the information. We would prefer a varnished cover to avoid 
fingerprints. You might be careful of information overload.
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Filament Marketing LLC
Trans Ova Genetics Corporate Brochure
by Distillery Design Company
The brochure is clean and well organized. The use of colors is consistent with the logo. We would like you to watch the use of circles. 
Some animals were cut off in ways that are not anatomically pleasing. 

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
BEST Program Brochure
by Jamie King
It is a very colorful and informative piece. To aid the reader you need to be mindful of your fonts. The san serifs were overused in this 
piece. Your copy needs to be edited more thoroughly.

API Creative Media
AngusSource in Montana
by Crystal Young
You have a very effective use of testimonials. Lessening the copy would improve the design and allow it to be more creative. It was 
hard for us to flow through the copy as a promotional piece. It appears to be an advertorial.

Tri-State Livestock News
Powder River Angus
by Sharla Boyd-Hayford
The functionality of this design allows you to meet your objectives well. You need to be careful of setting too much type in Photoshop 
rather than building it in your layout program. Because of the large amount of information, the reader does not know where to start. It 
is hard to make this amount of content visually appealing.

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
The Business In Balance
by Julie McMahon French
There is excellent photography and a consistent use of color throughout this piece. Better typography would lead the reader through 
the copy. We did not feel the concept was illustrated well with the copy. The cover leads the viewer to think it is a dairy piece because 
of the adjectives and milking stool. It is not clear until we get to the copy at the bottom of the cover.

J3 Group Inc.
Daily Dash Dairy
by staff
The cover is strong and the photography is good throughout the piece, with nice use of color. We want you to be consistent in your 
capitalization. The font is difficult to read on the background. We would have liked it to have had heavier card stock since it is an 
interactive piece.

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
Manure Management
by Mike Hudson
This piece is clean, with good use of type. The back of the card is well organized. We would have liked better graphics, and you might 
try drop-shadows on the logos. We wonder if this is the most effective way to illustrate recycling.
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Angus Production Inc.
Designer Genes
by Bradley Redmond
The concept of this catalog is very good. We liked how the denim theme is carried consistently throughout the catalog. The designer 
needs to find a more effective use of white space to lead the reader through the extensive amount of data.

EDJE Technologies
Family Traditions Female Sale Catalog
by Connie Barber
We really like the family album theme used in this catalog and feel it is consistently used throughout. The photography is also excel-
lent in this catalog. The large, bold footnotes take away from the information in the pedigree. If the reader is not familiar with the 
breed, they will not know what the numbers mean. The designer also needs to watch out when outlining the animal’s name; it makes it 
difficult to read as well as detracts from the pedigree.

Charolais Journal
Cowtown Cattle Drive Sale
by Mark Ringenberg
This catalog had a simple and clean cover design that is complimented with very nice photography. The catalog would be easier to 
read if the background was lighter. The designer must pay attention to emphasis points illustrated by type size.

FIRST PLACE
AgTown Technologies
Ankony – The Legend Continues Sale 
Catalog 
by AgTown Technologies & Cotton & 
Associates

The use of classic typography really contributes to an effective 
overall piece. This catalog is very unique, with an eye-grabbing 
size. The judges believe this is a very tasteful catalog that does 
not need improvements.

The consistent layout and organization of data makes this catalog 
very easy to use as well as very easy to read, making this a user-
friendly piece. We think the photographs are excellent in this sale 
catalog. We feel there should be more color on the cover and the 
designer needs to pay attention to the use of too many fonts.

SECOND PLACE
Hereford World 
Triple L-Tradition of Excellence XV Sale 
by Hereford Publications, Inc.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Brahman Journal
XS Ranch Sale 
by Victoria Lambert and Emily Otto

There is good use of a specialty font in this catalog. We also believe 
the use of bold throughout the pedigrees calls adequate attention to 
the most relevant points. The photos are a little underexposed in this 
catalog.

Sale catalogs are likely the most used piece of advertising in our industry and requires a significant allocation of any media budget. 
Each breed presents its own inherent design challenges and requires the designer to not only have design skills but be able to interpret 
and illustrate the material. The end result can in fact be the difference between success and failure on sale day. Overall, the entries in 
this category were excellent examples of good design and command of the important data.

CATEGORY 59 A: SALE CATALOGS 
(ANY COLOR USAGE ON COVER, 4 COLOR TEXT PAGES)
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Black-and-white design for good designers is a blessing. Black-and-white design for mediocre designers is a curse. Compound those 
design challenges with multiple fields of data, each with a purpose, in multiple pages and a successful product becomes inordinately 
more complex. The entries in this category were exemplary. 

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
Opportunities! 7L at Windy Hills Sale Catalog
by Julie McMahon French
This catalog is very colorful with nice photos inside. The typography is its biggest weakness. The type is too large and italics have 
been used too much.

McMahon French Promotional Strategy
2008 Show Heifer Premiere at the Dixie National
by Julie McMahon French
This catalog had a very nice, effective cover. The typography causes the piece to seem busy, making the catalog difficult to read. The 
designer also needs to reduce the type to allow for larger photos.

AgTown Technologies
Mangess Land & Cattle – Ride the Wave Catalog 
by AgTown Technologies staff
We really liked how the data was handled consistently throughout the catalog as well as the theme. Must watch the repro-
duction of client’s logos on page one. The cover theme provided the designer with some creative opportunities inside that 
were not utilized.

Holstein World/Dairy Business Communications
Legends of the Fall
by staff
When these catalogs have so much data and information, it makes it difficult to design, but this catalog is consistent and the photos are 
good. The use of white space makes the data easier to read. We did not like how the cover was filled with general information, even if 
there was limited space.

Bella Spur Innovation Media Inc.
Southland Angus Red Angus Dispersal Catalog
by Jamie-Rae Pittman, Jade Schneider
This catalog is very consistent, with a nicely designed cover. The designer needs to better utilize tabs to present data in 
each lot. Designer also needs to use a lighter background because the information is difficult to read. The overall dark tone 
and background would make the catalog hard to read and follow in an auction setting.

Bella Spur Innovation Media Inc.
Signature Series Bull Sale Catalog
by Laura Bodell, Angela Morasch
This catalog had a good choice of color and the layout is consistent, making this catalog easy to follow. This catalog needs white space 
or a lighter background.

CATEGORY 59 B: SALE CATALOGS 
(Any color usage on cover, less than 4-color text pages) 
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CATEGORY 60: Annual Reports 

FIRST PLACE
J3 Group Inc.
2007 Dairy MAX Annual Report 
by staff

You did a very nice job. We liked the contemporary feel of this 
piece. The use of white goes well since it is a dairy piece. It could 
be improved by less use of AvantGarde. Hanging indents were used 
inconsistently. Try to be consistent throughout the piece.

Overall, all the entries in this category were strong. They were good representations of their companies. It is always hard to represent 
statistical information in a pleasing way, and all of these entries met that objective.

SECOND PLACE
Angus Journal 
2008 American Angus Association Annual 
Report 
by Mary Black, Crystal Albers, Angus staff

We felt this was a beautiful piece with excellent photography. It had 
nice paper quality and very pleasing colors. The theme was carried 
very well throughout. Be careful to not overdesign, as it inhibits the 
reader’s ability to flow through the piece.

Hereford World 
 Herefords In Demand
by Angie Stump Denton, Christy Benigno, Sara Gugelmeyer
You had a nice variety of photographs. We appreciated your use of a simple, white background, which kept the reader from being 
bogged down. Although we understand budget constraints, we feel the piece could have been opened up a lot by adding an extra four 
pages. We also would like a table of contents to guide the reader through.

EDJE Technologies
Kervin Hall Coyote Hills Limousin Female Production Sale
by Shari Holloway
The data in this catalog is consistent and the oversized lot numbers make it easy to follow. The background needs to be ei-
ther lightened considerably or eliminated. The designer also needs to utilize space and tab positions in a manner that gives 
data a little more room.

SECOND PLACE
Hereford World 
Sandhill Farms – First Annual Bull Sale 
by Hereford Publications, Inc.

This catalog has a very nice cover and the inside front cover 
communicates this is a family operation. The treatment of the 
pedigree lots would be more effective on a white background 
and a point size smaller. Since values of grey have been used to 
communicate information, the size of the font within the box can be 
smaller. We think overall, the data is consistent and the photos are of 
a good quality.

FIRST PLACE
Trailhead Designs
California Angus Days Sale Catalog 
by Kelli Toledo, Poor Richard’s Press

The data inside this catalog is presented very well. It also is easy to 
read and consistent throughout the catalog. Given the constraints of 
the category, the designer has made the catalog simple and easy to 
use on sale day
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CATEGORY 62: MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN 

As a reader, we are engaged from the beginning. The use of photos, 
language and color conveys a strong message. The mechanical 
specifications of the folder make it very functional and user friendly. 
The judges think the color combinations are excellent and the folder 
has a very simple, yet tasteful typography.
.

Due to the diversity of this category, it was important to judge each piece on an individual basis and not against each other. The 
winning pieces in this category were excellent examples of outstanding design and functionality

SECOND PLACE
J3 Group Inc.  
Back the Brand Youth Livestock Auction 
Buyer Kit 
by staff

The design has a very historical feel and the folder design places the 
focus on the center panel, which effectively makes the information 
inside critical. The judges really liked how the designer has 
effectively reduced the saturation in the photos to make them appear 
as aged photos. Overall, this folder is very functional.

CATEGORY 61: Advertising Media Kit 

FIRST PLACE
Angus Productions Inc.  
API Media Kit – “Reach Out” by API Team
by Bradley Redmond 

This media kit utilized great color and provided concise information 
and contacts in a well-packaged format. Including a CD provided a 
nice alternative means of retrieving information. The kit was very 
well done and easy to scan for services and rates. Also, a good job 
of focusing on services producers might be interested in contracting 
for, including photography and history preservation.

HONORABLE MENTION
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing 
Progressive Dairy Publishing 2009 Media 
Kit 
by Ray Merritt

Good use of color. The kit should include an alternative form of 
presenting the materials such as a jump drive or CD. Nice use of 
index on inside front cover. We like the information on the dairy 
trends. Great use of graphics and contact information throughout. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Business Communications 
Dairy Business Communications 
by staff

Nice job. The sepia-tones throughout the kit are a creative touch. 
The jump-drive is a good addition to allow users to reference 
materials easier at a later date. Kit felt a bit “empty.” 

FIRST PLACE
Filament Marketing LLC
Livestock Vantage Brochure & Folder 
by Distillery Design Company

Angus Journal
2008 Angus Foundation Annual Report
by Craig Simmons and Kelli Armbruster
This is a very well organized piece that carries the theme well. The typography on the cover and page one may be difficult for the 
target audience to read.

This division could use more entries. Those who did enter, did a nice job packaging advertising and media services to 
clients.
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EDJE Technologies
Family Traditions Bull Directory
by Connie Barber
This piece is very conventional in both design and content. The judges feel the theme “Family Traditions” should have been carried 
throughout the piece more, instead of just being on the cover.

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo “Bowlegged H” magazine
2009 Promotional Postcard
by Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
This postcard is very colorful with nice images. The judges feel since the back of the postcard was not used for information about the 
event or its history, the designer missed an opportunity. In the event that it was mailed, this information would have been passed on. 
An image of some species of livestock (i.e. cattle) would have made the piece even stronger.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
2008 Ohio Cattlemen’s Association THE RING Directory Association
by Jamie King 
This piece is extremely easy to use. While it is easy to become seduced into trying to make a directory creative, it is important to 
remember the primary use is functionality. The designer of this directory never lost sight of that. Overall, this directory is good, simple 
and very functional.

Ohio Cattleman’s Association
2008 Ohio Cattlemen’s Association Calendar 
by Jamie King
This piece contains a lot of helpful information that is presented consistently throughout the calendar. Compiling a piece, such as a 
calendar, is challenging because your ads are coming from a variety of sources. Unfortunately, it can take away from the overall con-
sistency and design.

National Hog Farmer / Penton Media
Sow & Pig Care – Birth to Weaning Poster
by Dale Miller, Jim Bauer
This piece is very well-illustrated. This poster could be improved on how the excessive amount of content is overwhelming, especially 
to an uneducated reader. Although this poster is too content heavy, the designer did an effective job of organizing the content.

HONORABLE MENTION
Martin | Williams Advertising 
Pfizer Animal Health 2008 Advertorial 
Series 
by Burke Johnson

This design is very good as it must compliment content that 
approves “feature length” editorial. However, due to the category 
placement, it makes competing difficult. This piece has excellent use 
of photography, design and lots of editorial. The judges also feel it is 
consistent throughout the piece.

HONORABLE MENTION
Hereford World  
Holiday Dreams 
by Sean Jersett

The most noteworthy aspect of this design is that as a functional, 
informative piece, it hits the mark. This piece has also excellent 
typography that is effective. The judges feel more color would give 
the piece a more festive feel. Because the CHB logo and the Ridley 
logo are almost the same size, it is difficult for the reader, at first 
glance, to tell whom the ad is for.
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WEB DIVISION
CATEGORY 63: PUBLICATION WEB SITE

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
americashorsedaily.com
by Jody Reynolds, Chris Rea 

The America’s Horse site shows a wonderful example of a 
WordPress powered site.  The site has a very clean design and good 
use of white space, with relaxing and inviting colors.  The content 
was educational and informative, and very well-written.   The free 
downloads, the “sign up for topic updates” area, and the “Journal on 
the Road” section were especially appreciated.  Those areas, as well 
as the articles, give the user a reason to stick around and dig into the 

This was a tough category to judge.  Two very nice entries chock full of information.  I believe that the content of both sites was right 
on for their intended audiences; very pertinent, informative, and up-to-date information on both sites.  Both sites also gave the user 
many opportunities to take action and engage, which would lead to longer visits and more time spent on site. 

AgTown Technologies
C&M Herefords Signage
by AgTown Technologies staff
This stall card has a very nice design that makes it easy to read. The judges feel it would have been nice to see a closer representation 
of the final product. However, sometimes we are limited with larger format items.

J3 Group Inc.
Image and Industry Relations Pull-up Banner
by staff
The judges really liked how the nice, large format design makes this banner simple and easy to read. “Our Passion” is a poor selection 
of type to emphasize their point.

J3 Group Inc. 
Refuel with Chocolate Milk Poster 
by staff
The design concept of this poster is good, as well as the treatment of the headline and photography. The font selection and typography 
need some work.

Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy Publishing
2007 Dairy Stats 
by Walt Cooley, Ray Merritt, Kevin Brown
The designer did a very nice job of submitting a significant amount of data as clearly as possible. This is a very valuable resource for 
the user/reader looking for this information.

site.  Technically speaking, the site is easy to navigate, well organized and very speedy, and all of the functions (search, downloads, 
RSS feed) seem to work as expected.  The uses of visible SEO techniques on the site (metadata) are also well thought out and relevant 
to the site. The site worked well in both IE 7 and Firefox 3.  It was also easy to navigate on a mobile phone, which is a definite plus.  
As for recommendations of improvements, possibly adding some more up-to-date functions to the site; sharing to social media sites, 
for example, would be good.  Also the “magazines” and “Join AQHA” links in the main navigation take the user to another site, in the 
same window, where it’s not very clear on how to get back to the America’s Horse site.  The Google Ads are also very prominent on 
the inside pages and take the user away from the site.  The site, overall, is a very educational, informative, and easy-to-use site for its 
intended audience with a clean, well-organized look and feel.
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SECOND PLACE
AgTown Technologies
Colorado Farm Bureau – www.colofb.
com 
by AgTown Technologies staff  

An inviting, clean and simple homepage. Objective clearly met. This 
site will be easy to use and navigate for even the most inexperienced 
computer user. Subject-matter buttons are easy to locate and 
understand. Drop-down menus beneath the topic buttons make it 
easy to further find the content for each of those sections.

CATEGORY 64: ASSOCIATION WEB SITE

FIRST PLACE
EDJE Technologies 
www.chicattle.org 
by Sherry Warren

This Web site is packed with information and content. Perhaps too 
much. Overall, however, an excellent job of keeping all the content 
reasonably easy to find and comprehend. Content buttons across the 
top are easy to find and navigate. Additional content sections on the 
left side screen may be overlooked, but the different color bar makes 
them more readily noticed. 

There are five entries in this category, and all provide excellent representation of their associations. All offer homepages that are 
pleasant to view, present an easy-to-understand overall look, and make it inviting and easy to dig deeper into each site. It’s clear to see 
that each site has been professionally designed and crafted and that each meets the stated site objective. Strong competition here. Each 
entry is worthy of recognition. 

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies 
www.theshowbox.com 
by Tiffany Nickelson, Chris Weber, 
Shari Holloway

The screen capture submitted for the entry has a clean look and 
simple message. A live online review on judging day, however, 
shows the addition of new text which detracts from this look. The 
content of the text related to schedule changes due to H1N1 flu 
considerations was clearly important, though, and needed home 
page display. The left-side navigation bar is easy to find and use. 
The white type reversed out of the color bar is a little hard to read. 
The subject matter headings beneath the images across the top of the 
home page tend to be a little overwhelmed by the visuals and are not 
easily noticed at first glance. 

SECOND PLACE
Western Livestock Journal
www.wlj.net 
by Western Livestock Journal staff 

The Western Livestock Journal site is powered by WeHaa.com.  
All of the nice sharing features, the customizable weather, and 
the ratings and comments throughout the site should be enjoyed 
by viewers.  The daily news and market “widget” on the home 
page is also a great feature.  The Poll on the home page is also a 
beneficial addition and pulls the user into engaging in the site.  The 
homepage, though, is on the busy side, and while it is packed full of 

information, it feels a bit cluttered.  The content is very relevant to the site’s audience, and is timely and very well-written.  Having a 
temporary login would have allowed for a better feel for what the site was capable of doing, though, as there isn’t much content for a 
non-subscriber to read on the site.  Technically speaking the site was easy to navigate, and the sections were easy to understand. The 
copyright still had 2008 in it, and the “breadcrumbs” area under the main navigation, often had the “home” button right under the main 
“home” button.  This was a bit confusing to have two buttons that do the same thing right by each other.  The site worked well in both 
IE 7 and Firefox 3.  The site was on the slower side of download speed.  On a mobile phone, the site was a little difficult to navigate, 
although it was possible to get to each section.The site, overall provides very up-to-date information that is both relevant and useful 
for its audience.
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CATEGORY 65: BREEDER WEB SITE 

FIRST PLACE
AgTown Technologies
Ankony – www.ankony.com 
by AgTown Technologies staff

The excellent design and use of the homepage visual more than 
meets the stated objective of catching people’s attention. It’s eye 
grabbing and attractive. Topic headings under the banner are easy 
to find, understand and navigate to. The only critique to offer is 
that company history is quite lengthy and may discourage complete 
reading of the text.

As in Category 64, there are five entries, and each provides an excellent image and representation for the sponsoring breeding 
operation. Each homepage or landing page is easy to understand and offers a pleasing and attractive look. Each site is also easy to 
navigate. Each site has been professionally designed and crafted and meets the stated site objective. As with Category 64, each entry is 
worthy of recognition.

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies  
www.bravadocattle.com 
by Amber Martin

This site is packed with information, but a busy home page 
with numerous images, text boxes and color bars can be a 
little overwhelming. All other objectives have been met. Show 
calendars, registration information, breed history and membership 
opportunities are easy to navigate to and are very informative.

HONORABLE MENTION
Bella Spur Innovation Media Inc. 
www.limousin.com 
by Laura Bodell, Jamie-Rae Pittman  

Homepage is clean and inviting and easy to comprehend. Left-side 
navigation bar is easy to find and understand. Content topic headings 
under the banner are also easy to find. Overall, the site is informative 
and easy to navigate. 

SECOND PLACE
Trailhead Designs
Ray-Mar Ranches Web site 
by Kelli Toledo, CattleMail

Great site! Love the use of visuals on the homepage as a lead-in 
to the content sections. Text may be a little long in the Programs 
section. Easy site to navigate and find content. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Productions Inc.
Wendling Angus Farm – 
www.wendlingangusfarm.com
by Tim Blumer

Simple, basic Web site that clearly meets the objective. Homepage is 
clean and easy to comprehend.  Navigation links are easy to find and 
understand, although contrast in nav bar could be enhanced to make 
the type easier to read. Would like to see at least one image of an 
animal on the home page.  

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies
Flying H Genetics — 
www.flyinghgenetics.com
by Jay Peterson 

I like the architecture style of the landing page entry into the rest of 
the Web site, but believe the text on that page could be made much 
easier to read, both through layout and font size. Once into the site, 
content section buttons could also be made easier to read through 
both layout and font size. The reversed type out of the red is difficult 
to read. It would be nice to see homepage design and content 
simplified, as well – too many different pieces. 

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Productions Inc.
Archer Angus – www.archerangus.com 
by Tim Blumer
 

Attractive homepage; easy to view and understand. Navigation bar 
conveniently located, easy to see and understand. I also like the slide 
show in the On The Farm section. My biggest criticism of the entire 
site is the white copy reversed out of the black. It’s difficult to read.
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CATEGORY 66:  LIVESTOCK-AFFILIATED WEB SITE

FIRST PLACE
J3 Group Inc. 
www.dairymax.org
by staff

This is a great .Net website.  The site is very well organized and 
designed.  The site has a fun, clean design with complementary 
colors.  Love the flash homepage feature and the featured webcast, 
and the recipe area is a great resource.    Technically, the site 
functioned well in both IE 7.0 and FireFox 3.0.  The mobile phone 
access was shaky.  The visible SEO techniques were well used.  
The content was very well written for the intended audience and 
the content was organized in a relevant way for each of the target 
audiences.  Overall this is a fabulous site that provides the user a fun 
experience with lots of information and tools to back up the look and 
feel.

This was a tough category to judge.  All of the entries had very well-managed sites with tons of great content.  The designs and 
intentions of each were very different and each site had different strengths and weaknesses. It was a fun category to judge.

SECOND PLACE
Filament Marketing LLC  
www.theLivestockVantage.com 
by Distillery Design Company

This all-Flash site is very interesting and unique.  The site has 
a very clean, crisp, concise design that is pleasing to the eye.  
Technically the site worked well in IE 7.0 and FireFox 3.0.  The 
sliding framesets and the game grabs the user‘s attention and drives 
the site’s main points home.  The content is very well written for 
the intended audience; easy to understand and organized in a very 
intuitive manner.  The game instructions were a little confusing at 
first, and when the user either wins or loses the game could provide 
more feedback to instruct the user what happened, but after a few 
tries it becomes more clear.  SEO techniques for the site weren’t 
readily apparent since the site is done totally in Flash, but overall 
the site was cleanly and well designed and the game is definitely an 
attention grabber.

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
Anderson Alfalfa 
by staff

This site really catches the user’s attention with colorful images 
and an attractive use of rollover navigation. The internal pages 
use an attractive visual layout with a good balance of content and 
photographs. The information is well organized and easy to locate. 
I did notice several images seem pixilated and could be improved. 
The layout on the links page could also benefit from better design.

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies 
National Western Stock Show & Rodeo – 
www.NationalWestern.com
by AgTown Technologies & AB Advertising
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This is a very thorough site with relevant information for the audi-
ence for which it was intended.  The sheer amount of information 
on this site makes it very difficult to organize, but the site makes 
a valiant attempt.  Some of the navigation does get confusing, for 
instance, it was difficult to understand how all of the links under 
the “schedule” section were related to the “schedule.”  In both IE 
7.0 and FireFox 3.0 it worked in both fine, except in the newsletter 
section the main header image showed up as a broken link in IE 7.0.  
The design of the site is enjoyable. It has a very “Rodeo” feel and 
the design fit the audience of the site very well.  The colors blend 
together nicely, and the content and format really draw the user into 
the site to explore all the information that is there. CATEGORY 68: Banner Advertisement

No Entries 
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CATEGORY 67: SPECIAL SITE

FIRST PLACE
Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Dairy 
Publishing  www.proudtodairy.com 
by Ray Merritt, Ryan Curtis 

This is an awesome use of a NING social networking Web site.  
There is great user involvement and the site has tons of relevant and 
fun information for its intended audience.  The videos and images 
are great additions to the site.  The featured blog posts are well 
written and add to the very personal elements of the site.  You can 
definitely tell that the members of this site are proud to dairy!

These were some great entries, but two of them were virtually the same with different “slants.”  The NING site was very interesting 
and it was exciting to see a social networking site submitted.  Very relevant in today’s Web scene.

EDJE Technologies
www.livestockpulications.com
by Tiffany Nickelson
This site is chock full of relevant information for its members.  It’s very well organized and easy to navigate.  The content 
is well-written and provides the audience of the site with the intended messages.  The site design is slightly outdated and a 
bit clunky.  The boxes in the left navigation retract from the actual functionality of the site and do not add anything to the 
look and feel of the design.  The search, however, works very well, and the site worked well in both IE 7.0 and FireFox 
3.0.  Overall, this site has great information and good focus of content, but could use an update on the design.

J3 Group LLC 
www.bigtexlivestock.com
by staff
This site has everything you could possibly want to know when interested in livestock at the State Fair of Texas.  There is 
great information on this site; the content is well written and targeted perfectly for its intended audience.  The design has 
a great use of white space, but the mixture of fonts used within the design clashed within the site, and the overall design 
seemed slightly out of date.  The site works well in both IE 7.0 and Firefox 3.0, but it did load slightly slow, and there was 
a broken link on the main are of the home page.  Overall the site had great content, but the design could use refining.

EDJE Technologies
www.cowprotector.com
by Erica McKasson
This site looks like it would be a very informative site, but the link was no longer active.  The design looks fun and whim-
sical, but the font within the design seemed to be slightly mismatched.  Overall, I believe the site had a great focus, but 
there wasn’t much to judge with a dead link.

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal  
World Championship Show online
coverage 
by AQHJ staff

This is a very informative site and relevant content for its intended 
audience. This site and the youth site submitted by the same entrant 
were so similar that I could not rank one or the other as 2nd place.  
Both sites functioned within IE and Firefox and had timely, up-to-
date information that was beneficial to the user.

CATEGORY 68: Banner Advertisement
No Entries 
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GENERAL EXCELLENCE
CATEGORY 1: MOST IMPROVED PUBLICATION

(JAMES FLANAGAN AWARD)
All publications in this category were outstanding. Most entries made significant changes to update the look and 
feel of the magazines. Others did not really change much, but were originally very good.  Some attributes that 
stand out are the addition of online content and references to the publications’ Web sites. Also, updated fonts 
and design were refreshing throughout this category.  

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today
Dairy Today editorial team led by 
Jim Dickrell

SECOND PLACE
American Quarter Horse Journal
by staff

HONORABLE MENTION
Beef Today
by Lindsey Benne, Sara Brown, Steve 
Cornett, Kim Watson

This publication has done a marvelous job of incorporating their 
Web site into the new design. It might not hurt to continue to 
promote the Web site on the table of contents, adjacent to each 
article’s listing. The new design of editorial pages is refreshingly 
clean. The restriction of outside links keeps the Dairy Today page 
populated. The upgrade in paper quality is an obvious improvement 

At first glance, the color-coded sidebar tabs truly lend to quick 
referencing. The corresponding use of color and tabs for the table 
of contents section adds to the clarity of each section for better 
reader identification.  Upgrading the cover stock paper for the 
front and back covers is a definite step in the right direction and 
improves the overall appearance of the journal.  Using color photos 
and color design and graphics in the editorial sections is a marked 
improvement. Sepia photos of the featured writers again propel 

The cover page, setting the magazine apart from other Farm Journal 
publications, is good. Its consistent look will lead readers directly 
to its contents. The sidebar design also acknowledges and separates 
Beef Today from the past. The editorial headline “The Front Gate” 
works, as it leads the reader to feel the contents are relevant and 
forward thinking.  “Out to Pasture” leads one to feel it’s more of a 
historical reflection, which is not inside cover worthy. Would it make 
sense for Kim Watson (the new editor) to write the “Front Gate 
section” at the beginning of the book? She and Steve’s articles could 
trade places. Now that Beef Today is an insert, you have lost the 
ability to target market your publication to your specific audience. 
This may have been done for economical reasons, so promotion of 
your Web site could serve you well.  From a credibility standpoint, 
“Cattle health line” articles written by practitioners, as opposed to 
industry vets, might be better. It might make sense to use a heavier 
stock paper for the Beef Today insert, making it easier to access 
and recognize. You might even want to make it a “pull out” so that 
readers can use it for reference without saving the entire magazine.

and well worth the investment. Overall, the changes made to this publication are very current and consistent with magazine design, in 
general. Was there a conscious effort made to move “Dollars and Sense” and “Market Watch Dairy” to the back of the book? In these 
economic times, it’s a very valid topic and one that is very top of mind with readers.  The design of these two sections is again, very 
clean and easy to read and follow.  It appears Dairy Today has tried hard to bring the look and content of this publication up to date. 
Recognizing the importance of the Internet is on-target and forward thinking. Follow the dot is a great way to bring readers of all ages 
into the new millennium. 

you forward in the design arena, and they are a nice change. You have done a nice job of trying to update while still appeasing your 
readers. Is there a reason you don’t advertise your Web site more often? In this day and age, it would make sense to include this in 
more in your print publication, so readers can delve further for updates and information. The calendar of events and trading post are 
still areas needing improvement. A lot of information is presented here, making it a difficult read best served as an on-line option. This 
is a journal readers will definitely hang onto as reference  long after the publication date. 
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HONORABLE MENTION
Holstein World/ Dairy Business 
Communications
by staff

Cover images and new font for Holstein World are very sharp and 
inviting. They make the reader want to turn the page and see more. 
The warmth of the cover shots and use of color is a wonderful 
update. Web site info inclusion on every page is a great addition.  
The format of the table of contents is much warmer with the 
environmentally aware use of green, as opposed to the red used in 
the past. The clean white page and spacing add to the readability. 
Color and use of sectional design (the bold bar at the top of each 

section) lends to an easier read. The sire summaries are updated and more appealing than the yellow Sire Summary of old. Use of 
four-color photos from various Holstein shows is wonderful.So often, low-res black-and-white images are used, but it shows that you 
cared enough to have someone present at the shows to take the expense and time of getting 4-color shots. “Faces in the crowd” and 
“Looking back” sections were very nice. Global Glamour Sales report was well designed with ads nicely infused in to the reporting 
format. Much more readable and interesting with the use of 4-color.  The combined story and advertisement for Arethusa (Sept. 08 
issue) was interesting.  Great marketing tool, as the reader is able to get in-depth information about the dairy without being “sold to.” 
Yet, since the ad follows the article, there is a nice push/pull. The organization of the calendar of events is time consuming to sift 
through, as events are listed by event and not by date. The ad for Miranda Holsteins (Sept. 09) was very effective. 

Brahman Journal
by Victoria Lambert, Emily Otto, Mandy Chambers, Steven Kahla
The cover design and new header and footer design is more attractive. The table of contents inclusion of web informa-
tion and value-add articles are good. The addition of the acknowledgement of the cover photo was good.  But, the 2006 
table of contents appeared to be easier to read.  Association news section appears to be more organized and updated with 
layout and font changes. Page identification at the bottom of the page with date and web info was a good move. It would 
be nice to see more editorial and less advertising. New sectional headers at the top of each new section look very concise 
and updated - good addition. High-resolution images and the use of color could help this publication.  You might want 
to incorporate color in editorials that are currently black and white. With advertisers spending the money to advertise in 
4-color, the publication itself could benefit with color images. Calendars need to be separated by month more clearly for a 
quick read. The 2008 Sept. Issue spread (pgs. 6-7) is fabulous.

Ohio Cattleman
by Jamie King
The newly designed headline shouts “Cattleman,” as opposed to “Ohio” Cattleman, which is how the old headline was designed. Not a 
bad thing.  The new font used  for headlines harkens back to days of old, but looks very retro. Featured articles and “on the cover’ are 
clearly marked.  The editor’s page is a nice addition, and the layout of editorial appears to be cleaner. The Ohio State Fair section has 
had obvious improvements, from the paper quality to the consistent use of the results and header bar. Using the same color background 
for all these pages adds to the section. It’s too bad the entire magazine doesn’t use more color (especially the photos). High-resolution 
images should always be used in any professional publication. It’s unfortunate there is no direct link to the Ohio Cattleman’s Asso-
ciation from this publication and no obvious online version of this pub. If not, why not? This is a good time to be thinking about an 
online audience. The Ohio CattleWomen have a link on the OCA’s Web site, maybe take a lead from them? 
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Tri-State Livestock News
by staff
The most noteworthy aspect of this design is the removal of front-page advertising and movement of auction 
report and weather bar to the bottom. The addition of the Web site to the header bar is a positive and provides 
easy access for readers that prefer to work online.  The use of more color on the editorial pages looks updated 
with the different fonts. Editorials are easy to follow, as continued articles are easy to find on adjacent pages. In 
past issues, it appeared that one had to search to continue reading article. 
The downsized design and fewer columns made the publication easier to handle. 
If it’s not cost prohibitive, the use of color throughout the entire magazine would be appealing.  High-resolution 
images are always best to be used, especially when using newsprint. We did notice the quality of the newsprint 
(which may have been dictated by the economy as well) seems to have diminished over the years.
This publication has accomplished its goal of providing current livestock news and updates for the tri-state area. 
It appears that the advertisers come from all areas, as well, which speaks for your support. There are very few 
letters to the editor, which can be taken both ways.

Working Ranch Magazine
by staff
There were no obvious changes to this publication that could easily be identified. Nice-looking publication.

Showbox
by staff
The front cover of the Nov. 2008 issue was nicely and subtly created, using color and black and white. But ALL 
of the covers presented were nicely done.  There does not seem to be a recognizable difference between the 
newer version (2008) of the magazine and 2006/07 issues. No format or redesign updates noted. The editorials 
that are copy heavy are even more difficult to read when reversed out. It is very difficult to find actual articles. 
Information the reader may seek to validate this publication  are lost in all the advertisements. This is a very 
nicely produced publication with high-quality paper and visuals. The advertisers’ ads all stood out and were 
most likely expensive. The same thought and expense should have been given to the pages that the publisher 
created. (4—color and high resolution.)
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COVER DESIGN 
BY CRISTY GROCE

TOP-LEFT DESIGN
BY LINDSEY APUZZO

TOP-RIGHT DESIGN
BY KRYSTA VAN ALSTINE 

BOTTOM-LEFT DESIGN
BY KATIE WIMBERLY

University of Florida students in the Department of Agricultural Education and Communication submitted designs to be considered 
for the cover of the Livestock Publications Council Critique Contest Results Book. Congratulations to Cristy Groce, a third-year 
student in the department, for her winning design! This page features the top alternative cover designs. Great job, everyone!

ALTERNATE COVER DESIGNS


